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University warns APES not
to reorganize
by Alexa Millinger
Metro News Editor

Ryder Haske/senior staff photographer

Students evacuated from Schenley Hall watch as firefighters extinguish a fire on the second floor
of the residence hall May 2. No one was injured, but the fire significantly damaged one room.

Report: Fire cost $75,000
Malfunctioning
air conditioner
cause blaze
by Andrew Breza
Hatchet Staff Writer
A malfunctioning air conditioner erupted in flames in
Schenley Hall on May 2, causing about $75,000 in damages,
according to fire reports.
Faulty wiring ignited the air
conditioner and no human factors contributed to the spread
of the blaze, according to a
D.C. Fire Department report.
No one was hurt in the fire, but
the report estimates $55,000
worth of damages to the building and another $20,000 to the
“contents” of the room.
All repairs to the damage
in the sophomore residence
hall will be finished by July,
said University spokesperson
Michelle Sherrard. Although
some of the 172 residents were

temporarily displaced, every- fire alarm system will be comone has been able to return to pletely upgraded,” she said.
the building except the two “Sprinklers will be installed in
students in room 202, where each room.”
the fire began.
GW has had several small
“Both students were offered residence hall fires in the past
alternative housing options,” few years with the most signifSherrard said.
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The University sent letters to former members
of the Alpha Pi Epsilon fraternity last month,
threatening disciplinary action if any members
“reorganize, reconstitute or re-colonize” in any
form.
This action follows an unprecedented crackdown on the unrecognized fraternity this winter,
after pledges reported hazing to the University.
The investigation resulted in the expulsion of several APES leaders.
The letter states that APES members engage in
activities that violate the Code of Student Conduct,
“including the use of illicit drugs and alcohol, acts
of hazing, acts of violence, the manufacturing and
distribution of fake IDs and other violations of the
code.”
Tara Pereira, director of Student Judicial
Services, said they collected the names of
“most” of the letter’s recipients from other
APES members, as well as rosters SJS obtained
in past investigations. The letter was addressed
to people identified as being a “leader, officer,
member, pledge or identifiable spokesperson”
of APES. Pereira said SJS received three phone
calls from students or their parents about the
See APES, p. A12

l
letter,
saying they were not involved in the
group.
“We took their word for it as they were
n names given to us by members this year,”
not
Pereira said.
A former APES member, speaking under
t
the
condition of anonymity because he fears
retribution from the University, said he knew
several students unaffiliated with APES who
received the letter. SJS has previously said
t
they
use Facebook, among other tools, to ident
tify
members of unrecognized fraternities like
A
APES.
“SJS can’t just go around acting like big
b
brother,”
the former member said. “The leash
n
needs
to be pulled.”
He said other APES members have no
i
intention
of reorganizing “because it’s not
w
worth
being expelled or suspended.”
Pereira said the University expects no furt
ther
efforts to reorganize APES, but sent the
l
letter
as a precaution.
“Based on the significant record of misA copy of the letter
letter, given to The Hatchet
Hatchet, warning APES members against reorganizing. To see
an enlarged version of the document, visit www.
gwhatchet.com

Officials plan contest to
promote class bonding
by Hadas Gold
Senior Staff Writer
The University plans to launch a schoolwide competition this fall to encourage class
bonding and community building, officials
said this week.
The program, dubbed GW Olympathon, is
being developed by members of Student and
Academic Support Services to encourage students to attend campus events and programming.
Senior administrators from SASS said most
of the specifics still need to be determined,
such as whether competing teams will be
split by class year or include a mix of upper
and underclassmen. They said groups would
likely earn points by becoming involved in
student activities, attending events and showing school spirit.
Robert Chernak, senior vice president for
SASS, said they hope it will bring more community spirit to GW and increase socialization

by mixing freshmen with upperclassmen in a
competitive setting.
“(Olympathon) will try and achieve some
of the same goals as other freshman programs,
except that instead of being a one hit wonder like (Colonial Inauguration), it will last
throughout a student’s time at GW,” Chernak
said.
Peter Konwerski, assistant vice president
for SASS, said GW does not do enough to
build class affinity and several new initiatives including Olympathon will help improve
those bonds.
“(Olympathon) is a way to build school
spirit, tradition and class identity,” he said.
Another proposed aspect of the program
will be to combine smaller student organization
events into larger gatherings, Konwerski said.
He said if several organizations were planning
on having barbecues in Kogan Plaza to raise
money or awareness, they could combine it into
See CONTEST, p. A12
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Tuesday
GW Hosts Tibetan Buddhist
Artifacts
Wind down from finals while
exploring religious objects
from Tibetan monasteries.
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Marvin Center second-floor
display cases
Sponsored by the Department of Religion and the
Luther W. Brady Art Gallery

Wednesday
GW Toastmasters Meeting
Come practice your public
speaking skills and learn how
to catch your “umms” and
“uhhs.”
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Marvin Center room 404
Sponsored by GW Toastmasters
Advanced Screening of "The
Foot Fist Way"
Enjoy a movie about a tae
kwon do instructor who must
battle his hero in order to
resurrect his life.
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
RSVP to freemoviesdc@
gmail.com
Loews Georgetown
Sponsored by Program Board

Corrections
In "Two give verbal commitment" (April 3, p. 11), The
Hatchet misspelled the last
name of Matt Allbritton.
In "Celebrating Earth Day"
(April 24, p. 3), The Hatchet
erroneously reported that the
Earth Day event on April 22
was the first official Earth Day
celebration.
In "SEAS dean to lead Hong
Kong Univ." (April 28, p. 2),
The Hatchet erroneously reported that Vice President
of Academic Affairs Donald
Lehman would not speak to
The Hatchet regarding the
new appointment of School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences Dean Timothy Tong. He
did comment in a news release
that was sent to The Hatchet.

Knapp names
eight as fellows
by Husna Kazmir
Hatchet Staff Writer
The University announced
late last week that eight graduating seniors will receive full
tuition to pursue master ’s degrees at GW as part of the University’s Presidential Administrative Fellowship Program.
Next year ’s fellows will be
Christopher Brooks, Alyscia
Eisen, Ryan Evans, Frederick
Jordan Evert, Gina Fernandes,
Jacqueline Hackett, Sarah-Jo
Lawrence and Kelly S. Leon.
All eight will serve in a different GW administrative department for two years while they
work toward their graduate
degrees.
“They are a tremendous
group of student leaders which
represents the variety of diverse experiences, programs,
and backgrounds which we
have here at the University,”
said Peter Konwerski, assistant
vice president for student and
academic support services,
who oversees the program.
The selected seniors have
held a variety of leadership
roles at GW. They include a sorority president, an Atlantic-10
Student-Athlete of the Year,
members of the honor society
Phi Beta Kappa, a GW Cheerleaders captain, the president
of the College Republicans,
a member of the Elizabeth
Somers Women's Leadership
program, community service
group leaders, a president of a
multicultural group and Colonial Cabinet members.
Competition for PAF spots
has traditionally been fierce,
but this year ’s process was especially selective. The PAF recommendation committee had a
pool of 72 applicants for only
eight slots.
“We are aware that there
is a very important legacy and
tradition in selecting the fellows,” Konwerski said. “As a
result, everyone from the individual applicants – all the way
up to President Steven Knapp
– takes this process very seriously.”
The process begins in No-

vember with a series of information sessions and outreach
meetings for interested seniors.
The PAFs do not receive
free housing, but the fellowship does include a housing
stipend to help cover the cost
and they are paid according to
wages set by their department,
Konwerski said. The PAFs usually start work the August after they graduate.
Brooks, who is enrolled in a
five-year program in the Graduate School of Political Management, said the decision to
apply was an easy one for him.
He will be working towards a
master ’s in political management.
“I knew I wanted to stay
in Washington, D.C.,” Brooks
said. “I also love GW, and I
thought PAF was a perfect way
to stay in D.C., do grad school
for free, and also be able to give
back and contribute to GW.”
Ross D. Mankuta, a PAF
in the Office of Admissions
whose two-year term ends this
May, said there are few downfalls to the program.
“The ability to build relationships with folks at GW
has been fantastic,” Mankuta
wrote in an e-mail. “As an undergraduate, sometimes those
relationships are tough to form
(with the administration), but
as a PAF I have truly felt like
an equal to the staff and faculty at GW. Staying in D.C., a
place I love, has been another
added benefit.”
Mankuta, who is working
on his master ’s in higher education administration, said he
became a PAF in order to give
back to the GW community.
“After four years and
countless experiences at GW,
I decided it was appropriate
for me to give back to the place
that had given me so much,”
he said. “The PAF program is
a great way to do that while
simultaneously earning an
advanced degree and gaining
invaluable professional development.” 
–Sarah Scire contributed to
this report

SNAPSHOT

Thurston Haul

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Freshman Stephen Intrabartola Jr. battles the rain Sunday afternoon to move his
clothes out of Thurston Hall with the help of his father, Stephen Intrabartola Sr.

CRIMELOG
Assault
5/2/08 - Thurston Hall - 2:05
a.m. - case closed
The University Police Department was sent to the lobby of
the residence hall to assess
an intoxicated female student.
While taking a sobriety test, the
student shouted profanities, resisted being handcuffed and spit
at one of the officers. The subject was transported by the D.C.
Fire Department to GW Hospital
for treatment.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services
5/3/08 - public property on
campus - 11:30 a.m. - case
open
A student reported that an unknown suspect was yelling at
her near the corner of 20th and
F streets. She said she tried to
walk away, but the subject approached her and put his hand
on her shoulder. The complainant tried to yell for someone to
help her and subject ran away.
UPD responded, but could not
find the subject.
Open case

Destruction
5/10/08 - International
House - 3:10 a.m. - case
closed
UPD responded to a fire alarm
ringing in the residence hall, incited by someone who had dispersed a fire extinguisher on the
fourth floor.
No suspects or witnesses
Disorderly conduct
5/2/08 - City Hall - 10 p.m. case closed
UPD received a complaint of
bottles being thrown into the
courtyard area of the residence
hall. Officers patrolled the area
and did not observe any additional objects being thrown.
No suspects or witnesses
5/5/08 - 2:39 p.m. - public
property on campus - case
closed
UPD officers responded to a
report of a patient who had fled
GW Hospital after being accused
of disorderly conduct. The subject was found near the 7-11 on
New Hampshire Ave. yelling and
cursing at officers and hospital
workers. The subject was then

transported to Georgetown University Hospital.
Off campus incident
Liquor law violation
5/3/08 - public property on
campus - 1:37 a.m. - case
closed
A UPD officer on patrol observed
an intoxicated female student
having trouble walking on 22nd
Street. Officers observed a band
on her wrist to purchase alcohol
and asked the subject how she
obtained it. The subject then
produced a fake identification
card and was then transported
to GW Hospital.
Referred to SJS
Drug law violation
5/3/08 - Thurston Hall - 4:45
p.m. - case closed
A GW Facilities employee, responding to a FixIt request,
observed four or five individuals
smoking in a bathroom of the
residence hall. A search of the
room yielded drug paraphernalia containing marijuana residue
and other contraband.
Referred to SJS
– Compiled by Alexa Millinger
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Knapp focused on alumni, academics during first year
President said
communication was
a major obstacle
by Andrew Ramonas
Senior News Editor
His new home might be in the
District, but University President
Steven Knapp’s passport paints a
much different picture of his whereabouts during his first year as GW
president.
Knapp, the former Johns Hopkins
University provost, traveled to about
a dozen cities spanning three continents to meet with alumni – while he
simultaneously adjusted to a new life
and career in Foggy Bottom as the
16th University president.
“I think we are very strongly perceived as an international University,
and I think in today’s global economy that is very important,” Knapp
said. “So it was kind of a highlight to
discover how deep that was and how
strong it was around the world.”
When he arrived at GW last summer, Knapp said he made a concerted
effort to reach out to alumni, especially young alumni and those GW
graduates overseas in Asia – home
to some of the largest GW alumni
communities outside of the U.S. He
was the only University president to
attend the February inauguration of
South Korean President Lee Myungbak, a former visiting scholar to GW.
“I think it said something about
the stature of GW in Asia and South
Korea,” Knapp said.
While he was not abroad, Knapp
tried to make his mark on campus.
He spent the first few months at GW
engaging in a “listening tour,” where

he elicited the concerns of students,
faculty, staff and the Foggy Bottom
community.
These interactions and other
meetings with members of the GW
community resulted in the creation
of numerous task forces to address
issues at GW. These commissions
investigated everything from J Street
dining concerns to GW’s impact on
the environment.
But effectively communicating
with members of the GW community
is a constant struggle, he said.
“(Communication) is not easy,”
Knapp said. “You say one thing one
time, you are not always sure which
audience you reach.”
The Muslim poster controversy –
an uproar over satirical anti-Islamic
posters that were placed around campus and garnered national media
attention – is an example where
Knapp said he felt his message was
misunderstood. Knapp said that,
contrary to popular belief, he did not
immediately know who was behind
the posters.
Young America’s Foundation
President Sergio Gor, whose group
was the target of the satirical posters,
said Knapp was there to listen to his
organization’s concerns.
“He reached out to us when others wouldn’t,” said Gor, a senior. “He
listened to us and helped us out.”
When he entered the University
presidency, Knapp inherited the reins
of a school with the highest tuition
in the United States that was not
among the top 50 universities in the
country.
The New Jersey native quickly
set an agenda this year to improve
the academics across the University,
while keeping GW’s tuition in check.
In February, he said the University
would invest $5.4 million in research
and hire a vice president to mange
research. He also announced that

month GW would increase needbased institutional grants by $6 million.
“The affordability of higher education, which has to do with how
labor intensive higher education is
and the fact that energy costs are
going up, has probably been the biggest single problem we have been
wrestling with,” Knapp said.
While Knapp has tried to set a
tone for the future of GW, he has
also battled to set himself apart from
the University’s 19-year past with
former University president Stephen
Joel Trachtenberg.
“We are in no doubt different
people,” Knapp said.
Trachtenberg, who teaches a
course on American university presidents, said Knapp took a much different approach than he did during
his first year as University president.
“I didn’t pace myself my first
year,” Trachtenberg said. “I tried to
do everything and be everywhere. I
was stretched a little thin at the end
of the year. I think that in the end,
timing yourself and running your
schedule in a thoughtful manner is a
sounder practice.”
Knapp said his decision to live
in the Alumni House at 20th and F
streets, and his willingness to roll
up his sleeves with students at different times during his first year are
other things that set him apart from
Trachtenberg.
“I don’t know how often other
university presidents are doing
things like helping students unload
when they first arrive on the first day
of their freshman class or helping
rake leaves the day after their presidential inauguration,” Knapp said. “I
am willing to say I’m one of the few
presidents in history who was out
there with a bunch of students cleaning up a city park the day after my
inauguration." 

Ryder Haske/Hatchet staff photographer
(Top) University President Steven Knapp's first year included meeting with alumni, promoting GW abroad and enjoying a sweet treat now and then. (Above) He also received
two sheep from George Washington's Mount Vernon Estate last November.
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“

QUOTABLE

d the President come? No? It’s not very far.”
– Bret McKenzie of the band and comedy duo Flight of the Conchords, commenting
on GW’s unique location at a performance in Lisner Auditorium Friday.

GW must confront the credit crunch

editorial

Subprime mortgage crisis will seriously affect student loans

Helping GW bring
home the bacon
The club just got bigger.
For the past year, GW students
have emptied their pockets, wallets
and bank accounts to cover the over
$50,000 price tag that is attached to
life in Foggy Bottom. With market
basket schools hiking up their prices,
we are not alone in our tuition woes.
But this is not a club we ever wanted
to join, much less found – and the way
out may be through alumni support.
Alumni donations are an integral part of university operations.
It’s recently become clear how small
endowments have hindered progress
in higher education. Announcements
from schools such as New York University, Carnegie Mellon and Boston
University revealed that these institutions are also heavily reliant upon tuition dollars to cover basic operating
costs from year to year. For the first
time, the cost of attendance at NYU
and Carnegie Mellon has breached
$50,000 – and BU is just under that
stigmatized figure.
Generally, these schools lack the
large endowments that afford other
universities financial security. Tuition
dollars fund 60 percent of NYU’s
operating budget and 56 percent of
GW’s. With such reliance, it becomes
exponentially more difficult for such
institutions to look beyond day-today operations to larger projects
that will further student life and the
school’s image. Yet market pressure
demands that they keep up. So they
do – by raising tuition.
For the graduates who have felt
nickel and dimed for the last four
years and don’t believe they owe GW
another cent, we’d like you to reconsider. A low endowment like ours
leads to higher tuition, which inevitably causes resentment. The natural
reaction is to turn your back on GW
and close your wallets. But this only
furthers the problem by continuing
to limit the endowment and causing
similar issues for future Colonials.
It’s a vicious cycle – and not one
that will be broken by one donation.
But any dollar that is spared and
saved for the University will be a dollar that goes toward a better tomorrow.

Commencement is
what you make it

In a recent article, The Hatchet wrote of the
choices for the economy, someone must now
ways in which the subprime mortgage crisis will
help the “roughly 5 percent” of GW’s student
affect the private education loans sector and
population that is left without a way of financstudents’ ability to pay The George Washington
ing the rest of their education.
University’s exorbitant tuition (“GW preps for
In the article, University officials cite the
student loan scare,” Apr. 17, p. 1).
$2,000 increase by the U.S. government for the
The members of the Executive Board of
Stafford loan limit. It should be emphasized that
the GW College Democrats are disapsuch reform has only been proposed
pointed by what we feel was a tepid
and is unlikely to be adopted in time
response of University administrators
to relieve the crisis for students in
COLLEGE
quoted in the article. We are even
the upcoming semester.
more disturbed that the administraWhile we applaud the govDEMOCRATS ernment’s
tion has not moved swiftly to reassure
efforts, the University
students with safeguards against the
should increase its own attempts to
potentially devastating impact of the
alleviate the burden that will in part
loan crisis.
be caused by its unusually high tuition. Top
The private lending agencies were once
academic institutions, like Harvard University
predatory and indiscriminate. They preyed
and Stanford University, are already developupon students who couldn’t fill the gap with
ing plans to help students during this difficult
government-issued loans and institutional aid
time.
while driving interest rates up to obscene levels.
We are calling on the University to develop
They are now denying credit to the very stua plan which reacts proactively to the current
dents they rendered dependent on the promise
credit crunch. Students should not return for the
of low-credit pre-approval. While their previ2008-2009 school year unable to pay for GW or
ous practices
p
have obviously
yp
proven to be p
poor
saddled with insurmountable debt.

We recommend providing students with
additional financial counseling to cope with the
loan crisis, along with increased visibility of
the University’s plan and, if judged necessary,
additional increases in the budget for financial
aid. Although officials have shied away from
“panicking,” they must enact smart solutions
immediately.
This issue is especially important to the
GW community with the rising tuition costs
that force students to undertake private loans
that have high interest rates. Beyond GW's
history and academic curriculum, what makes
the school great is its students. GW boasts a
diverse student population, both racially and
economically. We are concerned as to how the
student loan crisis will affect the vibrancy our
student body.
At the root of this dilemma are the questions of college affordability. Without proper
financial assistance and guidance, higher education will become an institution for a select few
– something that belies our democratic values.
–The College Democrats
Executive Board

Raising the bar
Nicole Capp's SA presidency leaves a legacy that should be emulated
Association. No university is perfect, and GW
In an article printed last March titled, “SA
president’s platform ambitious,” (March 22, p.
certainly has much to fix, but at least we now
3) Hatchet reporter Andrew Ramonas reported
know that change is possible.
that, “University officials and former SA memThe entire GW community expects a lot out
bers said some of (Nicole Capp’s) campaign
of its SA president. He or she must be an expert
promises may not be feasible.” The following
on every student issue, keep a full schedule of
week, The Hatchet's editorial board gave Capp
meetings with students and administrators, be
a ‘thumbs down,’ stating that her goals would
the balancing force between these two groups
“lead away from a focus on student advocacy.”
and, oh yeah, still be a full-time student.
The near-impossible expecThe Hatchet was wrong.
Former student leaders were
tations of this role have led
previous SA presidents to wilt
wrong. Capp was right. She trustSTEVE GLATTER
ed that students would care about
under the pressure and to
AND
the Student Association when it
disappoint the student body,
was working on behalf of stuleading the GW community to
STEVE MILLER
dents, and she has set a new stanbelieve that the only thing the
dard for SA leaders at GW.
SA was good for was an occaIn one year, she created a new
sional scandal.
It is no wonder then that
faith in how students can achieve
representation through their elected leaders. By
when Capp presented her “overly ambitious”
accomplishing so many goals, Capp proved that
platform, The Hatchet and the rest of the GW
community thought they knew what to expect
students do have power and can resolve their
problems with GW by approaching them intel– another failure.
ligently and diligently.
After a few Chipotle burritos and Lindy’s
By remaining active every day of her
burgers on GWorld, dozens of town hall meetings and newsletters, hundreds of meetings
administration, Capp changed the way students
interact with GW. Students should approach
with administrators successfully advocating for
administrators with the confidence that their
students and over 24,000 e-mails, the GW comvoice will be heard and that there will be a
munity and The Hatchet now see what Capp
meaningful response. If a student is not satisand her campaign team were criticized for
fied with the response they receive from an
believing a year ago.
None of this would have been possible
administrator, they know that they will have a
powerful advocate in their corner in the Student
without a transformative leader like Nicole

It’s that time again.
With the culture of critique that
exists at GW, it’s no surprise that the
selection of a Commencement speaker is always a point of controversy.
But this weekend is about one thing
only – the graduates.
It is inevitable that you won’t enjoy some of the festivities, speakers,
or choices made by the University in
planning this event. Needless to say,
catering to the wishes of thousands of
graduates and their expectant families can be a difficult task to manage.
So put aside the Colonial mentality of questioning everything the University does and just let the weekend
sink in. You’ll be happier for it.

Capp.
When we joined her campaign team, we
were not even sure if she could win, let alone
have the watershed year she had. Every day,
Nicole inspired us with her drive to make
change happen. In every decision she made,
she put students first and always remained
down to earth – even during her most successful moments. Due to her leadership, the SA
stopped fighting and started producing results.
Nicole has made every single day of her
administration count, and has never let up her
intensity. Due to this, every student at GW lives
a little bit better. Whether it’s having the convenience of buying groceries on GWorld, having a
New York Times in your dorm every morning,
counting down the days to the switch to Gmail,
using wireless Internet in more places or just
simply knowing what your elected leaders are
doing, Capp has made a difference in your life.
Capp raised the bar for all future SA presidents. Demand the highest effort from your
student leaders and never let them forget that
they work on your behalf. Never let your expectations fall as they had before this year. And
when you see Nicole Capp on campus next year,
be sure to thank her.
–Steve Glatter, former SA President Nicole
Capp's campaign manager and chief of staff, is a
senior majoring in political science.
–Steve Miller, senior adviser to the Capp campaign and cabinet member, is a senior majoring in
international affairs.
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letters to the editor
Alumni
feedback
should
outlast
Commencement
I read David Ceasar's recent editorial "For
What It’s Worth" (April 28, p. 4) with great interest. Mr. Ceasar makes an excellent point when he
notes that the value of our GW degree is linked
to the University’s current caliber, and that graduating students can play a role in improving the
GW experience by sharing their feedback.
I’d like to add to this point by noting that
GW’s newest alumni should not just feel that
graduation is the only opportunity for them to
share their thoughts about the University. We
are all members of a lifelong and worldwide
community of GW graduates, and we should
therefore feel empowered to speak out about GW
in the years to come.
One of the primary goals of the GW Alumni
Association is to “gather a voice for alumni.” We
place so much emphasis on this goal for the same
reason that Mr. Ceasar notes – GW’s alumni
have a unique perspective that can benefit the
University immensely. The GWAA would like to
hear from anyone who has a story to tell about
their GW experience or a recommendation to
share with us or the University – you can reach us
at alumni@gwu.edu, by calling 1-800-ALUMNI-7
or visiting www.alumni.gwu.edu.
I urge all students – those of you who will

graduate on the National Mall this weekend and
those who will don the cap and gown in years to
come – to remember that your voice will always
be welcome at your alma mater.
Richard Crespin
President, GW Alumni Association
Misspellings of "Elliott School" insulting
I think it's fairly safe to say that most
students on the GW campus know that the
University president before Steven Knapp was
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg. But how many people
know who came before him some twenty years
ago?
His name is Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and I
had the pleasure of not only graduating from
the school named in his honor, but to hear him
speak at my graduation ceremony two years
ago. He is the reason we have the Cloyd Heck
Marvin Center, the Jacob Burns Law Library, the
Melvin Gelman Library, the Paul Himmelfarb
Health and Sciences Library and the Charles E.
Smith Center. Without his efforts, there would
be no dedicated school for international affairs,
yet awareness of his efforts and contributions go
largely unnoticed.
They go unnoticed to the point where our
University's primary campus news source, The
GW Hatchet, has continuously overlooked the

misspelling of one the University's most notable
schools. These spelling mistakes did not just
occur this past academic year, but rather over
a span of many years. For the record, it is the
Elliott School of International Affairs ... with two
t’s and not one. It is demeaning to me, my fellow
alumni, current students, prospective students,
school staff, faculty and President Elliott when
our school's name is misspelled.
Consider how you feel when people leave the
"The" out in The George Washington University,
and you may have a general idea of how it feels
for an Elliott School student to see their school's
name misspelled.
I hope that in the future The GW Hatchet,
along with all other campus media sources,
will take the necessary efforts to ensure that the
Elliott School, along with any other University
school or office, be spelled correctly.
Kathryn Santo
Graduate student in the Trachtenberg School
of Public Policy and Public Administration and a
graduate of the Elliott School.
Ability to carry concealed weapons part of a
safer campus
I agree whole-heartedly with the idea of arming the University Police Department. It is indeed
a step toward a safer campus – but it is not enough
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steps. In much of the country, states allow adults
over 21 years of age with no criminal record and
sufficient training to carry concealed weapons.
If one looks at the studies by the Center for
Disease Control, University of Chicago professor John Lott and others, you will find that gun
control laws do not reduce or positively affect
crime. If you look at the states that have passed
concealed carry laws, they experienced a significant drop in crime after they implemented the
carry laws.
When D.C. adopted its outright ban on
handguns in 1975, crime skyrocketed and has
been way above the national average ever
since. D.C. law and our University should
allow citizens who are legally allowed to do
so, to carry on our campus. This is the biggest
step to create a safe campus. When you have
seconds to defend yourself, the police are minutes away.
Arming UPD is a fantastic idea, but it is not
going far enough. The Supreme Court needs to
overturn the handgun ban in D.C., allow for carrying a concealed weapon, and the University
needs to allow people to defend themselves,
because if one cannot defend one's self from
attack, then we are not truly free.
Kenneth Stauff
Junior
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Howard Dean, chairman of the Democratic National Committee, said Republicans have to stop unfairly
blaming minority groups and instead embrace multiculturalism if they want to win votes in November.

DNC chair lauds diversity
by Emily Cahn
Hatchet Staff Writer
Howard Dean, chairman of
the Democratic National Committee, said last week in the Marvin Center that Republicans have
turned away minorities with their
stances on immigration and civil
rights issues.
Dean spoke Tuesday at an
event honoring Asian Pacific Islander American heritage month,
which was co-sponsored by the
College Democrats and the Indian
Students Association.
The event was closed to the
press, except for a Hatchet photographer.
In an interview before the
event, Dean thanked Asian-Americans for their contributions to the
Democratic Party.
“Traditionally, a generation ago,
when many Asian-Americans first
came they often started small businesses, and small-business people
often have a tendency to vote Re-

Congratulations
Graduates!
Stay in the loop
next year by
subscribing to The
Hatchet.

gwhatchet.com/business

or you can always ﬁnd
us online (for free) at
www.gwhatchet.com

publican,” Dean said. “That’s starting to disappear now because of
the Bush administration’s opinions
on immigration and on the Patriot
Act. A lot of young (Asian-Americans) are now very, very involved
in Democratic politics.”
Dean said he has been on
campus many times as chairman
and that he has worked with GW
students who have interned at the
DNC.
“I love (GW). It’s great,” Dean
said. “You’ve got terrific programs
that are great for young folks who
are interested in politics.”
The former governor said
he was impressed by the level of
student involvement, particularly
during this year’s presidential primary season.
“Over the last three election
cycles, including this one, more
and more young people are getting involved and are mostly voting Democratic,” Dean said.
The chairman, who was a
presidential candidate in 2004,

said this generation of students is
more organized and more politically active than previous generations.
“You are all now making your
mark the same way my generation
did, except you’re doing it differently,” Dean said. “Instead of protesting and having a million people on the Mall, you send a million
e-mails to Congress and shut their
systems down for a while.”
Dean’s visit to campus came
on a critical Democratic primary
election day, as Americans from
North Carolina and Indiana
headed to the polls. When asked
about the primary, Dean said he
is confident the Democrats will
have a nominee by the end of
June.
“I think the voters will
choose,” Dean said. “We have
five or six more primaries after
this, and I’m hoping that by the
end of June all of the unpledged
delegates will say who they want
and we’ll have a nominee.” 
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Study faults Univ. GW may join anti-sweatshop group
Students push for
for academics
oversight of GW

students took the nine-yearold test, though they participated in a 1999 pilot study.
University officials said
The testing of college
last week that GW scored students has accelerated in
below average for academic the past five years, as poliinvolvement in a promi- ticians and policymakers
nent higher education sur- are increasingly concerned
vey from 2007, though the about what students get
school was rated highly for out of college, said Debra
study abroad and internship Humphreys, a representawork.
tive from the Association
GW performed far above of American Colleges and
the national average in the Universities. There were 276
2007 National Survey of Stu- colleges that participated in
dent Engagement for levels NSSE in 2000, its first year,
of involvement in activities and 774 in 2008.
like internships, volunteer
Officials implementing
work and study abroad, the No Child Left Behind
but was below the national Act, which requires elemenaverage in collaborative tary and high school stulearning, student-faculty in- dents to complete standardteraction and the presence ized testing, have said that
of a supportive campus en- colleges also need to be held
vironment, said Cheryl Beil, more accountable through
associate vice president for testing. A 2006 report comacademic planning.
missioned by Secretary of
She said
Education
it is trouMargaret
bling that the
Spellings
“(Students spend) a lot calls
NSSE found
on
that students
colleges
more
time
working
for
spend “a lot
make
to
more
time
pay and studying less the results
working for
of
tests
than students at
pay and study
like NSSE
less than stuavailable to
other places”
dents at other
consumers
places.”
and poliGW
did
cymakers.
CHERYL BEIL
not make the
The
ASSOCIATE VP FOR
scores of the
DepartACADEMIC PLANNING
2007
NSSE
ment
of
public
beE d u c a cause
Beil
tion report
said the test is biased to- states that tests like NSSE
ward smaller colleges. Rep- “provide colleges and uniresentatives from NSSE said versities with readily usable
the test fairly measures all data to improve that experischools.
ence and create benchmarks
“Interaction with faculty against which similar instishould not be less at bigger tutions can compare themplaces,” said Jillian Kin- selves.”
zie, an associate director at
GW does not have plans
NSSE.
to participate in the NSSE
GW decided not to allow again anytime soon, but
USA Today to print student Beil said if more of GW’s 14
NSEE scores for a story last market basket schools sign
year because “the survey on for the $6,000 test, then
works better for small liberal the University may sign on
arts colleges,” Beil said. More again a few years from now.
than half of the 610 schools Of the 610 schools that took
that tested their students in the 2007 test, only four of
2007 agreed to hand over these – Georgetown, Ameritheir scores to the newspaper can, Emory and University
before they saw them. Last of Miami – were in GW’s
year was the first time GW market basket. 
by Elise Kigner
Senior Staff Writer

products
by Sarah Scire
Campus News Editor
GW may soon sign a declaration that would allow a watchdog
group to investigate the working
conditions of the University's
outside contractors, officials said
last week.
In March 2007, the University
pledged it would sign the membership letter with the Workers
Right Consortium, progressive
student leaders said. Thomas
Richards, a member of the
Progressive Student Union,
spearheaded the movement to
persuade the University to sign
the document, and the says the

debate between students and
administrators on this issue is
more than eight years old.
“The University finally
dropped their policy objections
to the WRC last year,” said
Richards, a sophomore. “The
University is obligated to sign
the WRC and any claims to the
contrary are simply untrue.”
Signing the letter would
officially affiliate GW with the
WRC, a supervisory body that
investigates working conditions
in factories around the world to
prevent apparel sold in the U.S.
from being produced by sweatshop labor.
GW administrators said the
document has been stuck in legal
counsel, but could be signed by
the end of this week.
“The review process for membership into WRC is just about
complete,” Helen Cannaday
Saulny, assistant vice president
student and academic support

services, wrote in an e-mail.
Richards said he was pleased
by the recent progress, but added
that the University was running
out of time to act. The Student
Association Socially Responsible
Initiative commission allocated
money this year to pay annual
dues to the WRC.
“If they delay past July, the
funding the WRC received from
the (SRI) commission will expire,”
Richards said. “It will be very
disappointing if the University
lets it come to that.”
Junior Cory Struble, president
of the College Democrats, said
his organization supported the
PSU’s efforts when they heard
the funds allocated for the WRC
were set to expire and would not
roll over.
“Holding up the signing of
the WRC in legal review means
another year that the workers
who manufacture GW's apparel go without a guarantee of

rights,” Struble said. “And
quite frankly, that's one year too
long.”
Struble added he was troubled by the administration’s
delay and said he and some of
his fellow CD members contacted Saulny, who has been the
liaison between administrators
and students on this issue.
“Students care about where
their hippo T-shirt comes from,”
Struble said. “Signing on to the
WRC is important because it certifies that the University will not
use factories that have no respect
for human rights to produce its
line of clothing.”
Amanda
Sophomore
Formica, an active member of
both the PSU and the SRI commission, said the document
had been passed by GW’s legal
counsel and was on its way to
senior administrators – including University President Steven
Knapp – for final approval. 

GW Hillel celebrates 20th anniversary
Jewish organization raised
$500,000 for renovations
by Lucy McCalmont
Hatchet Reporter
GW Hillel raised half a million dollars in
a campaign to renovate its aging building,
officials said at the Jewish organization's 20th
anniversary on May 2.
Students, alumni and community members
attended the event to raise awareness about
necessary changes to the Jewish student center
at 23rd and H streets.
"The building was built in 1986 and
although we are happy to have our own place
in the center of campus, we are lagging behind
in advancements that other buildings such
as the Marvin Center have made," said Steve
Shifrin, GW Hillel program director.
Eighty-five percent of Hillel's annual budget comes from fundraising. It is very dependent on community support to reach Jewish
students, which make up about 30 percent of
the University's undergraduate population.
"Tonight is to show how important the
building, community and organization as a
whole is to the campus and the enrichment of
student life," said sophomore Brenda Tobin.
"It is a way to show how the support has
helped and to hopefully continue and increase
aware,ness and involvement for Hillel."
Freshman Marc Friends, a member of the

Got a news tip?

Joshua Wolf/Hatchet photographer

Louis Mayberg, president of the GW Hillel executive committee, addresses members of
the GW Jewish community May 2 at the 20th anniversary of the organization.
First Year Student at Hillel Committee, emphasized how vital the organization has been to his
experience on campus.
"I was looking for a Jewish community
that was warm and welcoming, and I found
that here," Friends said. "It is to show how
the support we receive helps us to provide for
the students and by the students giving tours
and showing what happens here, it helps the
community see what Hillel actually does for

them."
Hillel holds many social programming
events including free Arabic and conversational Hebrew lessons as well as holiday and
religious services and meals.
"(Hillel) has always been there to support
students, but needs change," said Rob Fishman,
executive director of GW Hillel. "Hillel hopes
Wednesday's celebration will be a first step to
moving the organization forward." 
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Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)
Alex Byers – Assistant Editor (abyers@gwhatchet.com)

The number of runs GW graduate Mike O'Connor
allowed in three and one-third innings against the
Florida Marlins Saturday. O'Connor was sent to the
Nationals' minor league affiliate Sunday.

How time flies: A look at eight impactful seniors
The stats: 36 goals, 6 assists

The stats: 3 goals, 1 assist

The experience: “It’s been a
good experience. We were part
of a young team that we’ve seen
grow. This year wasn’t the best
outcome, but we got through
some challenging times, and I
think we’ve been part of a team
that’s been growing for the past
four years, and that’s always
exciting.”

The experience: “It was hard work
and it was exciting. I enjoyed my
teammates, I enjoyed the challenges
it presented me with, and I enjoyed
working toward something other than
just schoolwork and accomplishing
things beyond the classroom.”

Best memory: Beating Richmond in the last home game for
the first time since 2005.

Next year: Teaching special education in California for next two years.

Next year: Coaching lacrosse in
England.

Katelyn
HONEYFORD

Best memory: Scoring a goal on
senior day in front of her brother.

Nicole
TRICKETT

Soccer

Lacrosse

The stats: .298 batting average, 71
RBIs
The experience: “It was a journey. I
had some really good experiences. Of
course there were some difficult ones
along the way, especially with changing coaching staffs, but I’m overall
happy with it.”

The stats: 9 goals, 6 assists
The experience: “It’s been
fun. Great teammates – I
think that’s probably the best
thing about it. (I’ve learned)
how to work with different
people. We have players from
England, Nigeria, players
from all over, so we had to
get players on the same
page.”
Best memory: Winning the
A-10 Championship and
beating Duquesne in penalty
kicks in 2004.
Greg
MCKAY

Soccer

Best memory: Finding out her team
made it to the Atlantic 10 Tournament
last year.
NEXT YEAR: Plans to go into research
marketing.
Softball

Chrysanthi
HALKIOTIS

Next year: Going to China to
teach English for six months.

The stats: .310 batting average,
176 RBIs

The stats: 10.6 points per
game, 3.7 rebounds per game

The experience: “It's been
pretty cool. I've spent four years
with good guys and made a lot
of friends that I'll have for the
rest of my life, so it was a great
experience for me."

The experience: “There was
a lot less time for me to do fun
things. A lot more of my time
and my interest was into basketball than socializing at school
and maybe the academic side.
It was a different experience
than most students, and I had a
lot of fun. It was so worth it."

Best memory: Hitting a homerun to win a conference tournament game sophomore year.

The memory: Hitting 29 points
and the game-tying shot at
home against Texas A&M.
Sarah-Jo
LAWRENCE

Next year: Entering the baseball
amateur draft.

Basketball
Next year: Will serve as a
Presidential Administrative fellow at GW.

Charlie
KRUER

Baseball

The stats: 10.6 points per game,
2.1 assists per game

The stats: 3.06 kills per game,
89 assists
The experience: “Volleyball
was a great opportunity to go
to a school like GW and play
sports and have an education.
Beyond that, it forced me to
learn to schedule things. With
the time constraints of having
volleyball and being an athlete,
you don’t have a lot of time to
do whatever you want.”
Best memory: Making the
A-10 Tournament this season.

Janine
BROWN

Volleyball

Next year: Hopes to work
as assistant for GW volleyball
team and work in advertising.

Maureece
RICE

Basketball

What Happened: Rice earned
the Atlantic 10 Sixth Man of the
Year Award in his sophomore
season and led the Colonials in
scoring his junior year with 16.2
points per game. After being
named the A-10 Championship
Most Outstanding Player in 2007,
Rice was expected to be the driving force behind the Colonials this
year. After an injury to Travis King
forced Rice to share some of the
point guard duties, his offensive
production went downhill and
Rice was suspended twice during
non-conference play. The athletic
department announced his dismissal from the team for breaking
team rules, March 6.
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GW graduate O'Connor starts, falls for Nationals
by Alex Byers
Assistant Sports Editor

Ryder Haske/senior staff photographer

2002 GW graduate Mike O'Connor stands behind the pitching mound
at Nationals Ballpark Saturday night.

BASKETBALL NOTEBOOK
Men’s Basketball:
The GW men’s basketball team has
three non-conference games and a tournament appearance lined up for the 2008-2009
season, Director of Athletics Jack Kvancz
said last week. The Colonials will play Boston University, Maryland-Baltimore County
and American, and will participate in the
University of Hawaii’s Rainbow Classic in
late December. GW also has a contract with
Providence College for a game next season,
but Kvancz was unsure whether the deal
would be honored.
Women’s Basketball:
GW women’s basketball head coach Joe
McKeown will be an assistant coach for the
United States U-18 team at the FIBA Americas Championships for women this summer. The event will take place in Argentina,
beginning July 23.
The women’s team will continue its traditionally difficult non-conference schedule
next season. McKeown said the team has
solidified match-ups with the University of
Tennessee, Rutgers University, Texas A&M,
Kentucky, Western Kentucky, Villanova and
Auburn. Each of those squads made either
the NCAA Tournament or National Invitational Tournament last year.
GW assistant coach Tajama (Abraham)
Ngongba has accepted the head coaching
position at Radford University, Radford
Director of Athletics Robert Lineburg announced Wednesday. Radford finished the
2007-2008 season with a 23-12 record – the
second-most wins in program history – and
made it to the final game of the Big South
Championship.
–Alex Byers

Mike O’Connor’s pitching motion isn’t
overly distinct. But when he coils his body,
reaches his long left arm far back and releases
a fastball, it’s like he is really willing the ball
across home plate. Almost like he’s trying to
will himself back into the major leagues – this
time, to stay.
It’s a task that isn’t easy. O’Connor, a 2002
GW graduate, proved that on Saturday in his
first major league start in nearly 20 months
for the Washington Nationals.
His start against the Florida Marlins
might have been an opportunity for the 27year-old to string a few good innings together and turn some heads. Instead, O’Connor
looked overmatched – and Sunday, the Associated Press reported he had been optioned
back to the Nationals’ AAA affiliate.
Marlins’ centerfielder Cody Ross sent
O’Connor’s first pitch of the evening deep
into the left field stands; first baseman Wes
Helms touched him for another homer
in the fourth, and after giving up a total of
nine earned runs on six hits and six walks,

O’Connor exited the game in the fourth inning much to the delight of Nationals fans.
Washington would go on to lose 11-0, earning O’Connor his first loss of the year.
“I wasn’t able to get the ball down, I got
behind, I wasn’t able to throw offspeed for
strikes and just had a tough game,” he said
Saturday.
Nationals’ manager Manny Acta’s assessment wasn’t much brighter.
“(He had) very poor control,” Acta said.
“He couldn’t throw any of his pitches for
strikes. It wasn’t a very pretty outing.”
O’Connor first broke into the big leagues
in 2006 and started 20 games for the Nationals, recording a record of 3-8. But after left
elbow surgery in Nov. 2006, he didn’t pitch
until June – and spent the entire season playing for Washington’s AA affiliate in Harrisburg, Pa.
O’Connor started this season playing
for the Nationals’ AAA squad in Columbus,
Ohio, but was called up April 24 to replace
Nationals pitcher Ray King. After four relief
appearances in which O’Connor earned one
victory but sported a 6.35 earned run average, Acta switched him to the starting rota-

tion.
Acta said Wednesday that O’Connor’s
start wouldn’t be a one game tryout, according to a news release. But in the major
leagues, coaches, fans and the media see the
good (and bad) nights players have. And unfortunately for O’Connor, 28,663 pairs of eyes
were in the stands Saturday.
In a week, GW’s class of 2008 will graduate and make their first forays into the professional world. Six years after his graduation,
O’Connor is still searching for job security.
He’s only the fourth Colonial to ever make
the big leagues – and he knows no one’s spot
is guaranteed.
“I think everybody here feels like you
have to earn your spot here," he said. "If you
don’t go out there and do your job, everyone’s replaceable."
His demotion Sunday showed how true
those words are. But if his final comment Saturday is any indication, O’Connor has the attitude required to get back to the top level.
“(Tonight) was definitely disappointing,” he said. “But I have confidence in myself, I know I’m better than that and next time
out I’ll do better.” 

Two dismissed from men's basketball
by Alex Byers
Assistant Sports Editor

Freshman Miles Beatty and junior
Cheyenne Moore, two scholarship athletes, have been dismissed from the
men's basketball team, the athletic department announced last week.
Head coach Karl Hobbs had previously suspended Beatty for violating a
team rule, and the guard sat out the final
seven games of the year.
"Certain expectations are placed on
our players both on and off the court,"
Hobbs said in a news release. "They did
not meet those expectations. Both Cheyenne and Miles were given every opportunity to succeed here at GW. I wish
them both the very best in the future."
The athletic department did not
elaborate further on the announcement,
but Moore told The Hatchet last week
that he thought the dismissal was fueled

by a personal conflict.
"I did everything I was supposed
to – I feel – off the court, so the decision
was made based off of Coach Hobbs
and how he felt towards me personally,
I feel," Moore said, adding that he met
"every expectation that I was supposed
to as a student-athlete."
The small forward said he was surprised when Hobbs told him of his dismissal several weeks ago.
"I was so shocked I couldn't say anything because I was mad and hurt at the
same time," Moore said. "When I tried
to meet with (Hobbs) after that, he kept
giving me the runaround and wouldn't
meet with me."
Hobbs would not comment on
Moore's statement, Director of Sports
Information Brad Bower said. Chandra
Bierwirth, assistant athletic director in
charge of compliance, said a coach can
dismiss a player for any reason.

Moore also said he felt the language
of the press release portrayed him in a
negative light.
“I want everyone to know both sides
of the story. They just have one side and
it makes me look like a real bad guy
right now, and that’s not the case. Anyone who knows me knows that’s not
me,” he said, adding that he and Hobbs
“never really had a great relationship."
Beatty has not registered for classes
next year, the registrar's office said two
weeks ago. Bob Hurley, Beatty's high
school coach, said the freshman intends
to transfer to another school, likely a junior college. He was unsure of the exact
reason for Beatty's departure, but said
there was "a separation that occurred in
the second semester."
Moore, a transfer from Clemson University, spent part of his sophomore season battling an injury to his left tibia. Last
year, the forward averaged 5.6 points and

2.2 rebounds per game. Moore is registered for classes in fall 2008, and said he
plans to graduate from GW.
Wednesday’s announcement marks
the third player to be dismissed this year,
following the departure of Maureece Rice
in March. The senior shooting guard broke
team rules, according to a news release.
Nine players since spring 2004 have
left the team prior to graduation, but until this year it was mostly due to transfers. Sports Information Director Brad
Bower would not further comment on
last week’s announcement, but said
that the number of players leaving the
team in recent years was not uncommon
compared to other schools.
Without Beatty and Moore, the Colonials will have room for all four of
their incoming recruits next season. GW
has signed Tony Taylor, Matt Allbritton,
Aaron War, and Dwayne Smith for the
2008-2009 season. 

Baseball drops two, wins one; likely needs 3 wins against Xavier to make postseason
The GW baseball team ended a disappointing
three-game series on a high note against La Salle Sunday, a day after dropping a critical doubleheader in
their chase for the Atlantic 10 postseason.
Despite the 14-13 and 12-5 losses on Saturday in
Philadelphia, the Colonials were able to win the third
and final game 8-4. Head Coach Steve Mrowka said
the victory showed a boost in confidence for the Colonials (25-26, 10-13), who are tied with Dayton and
Fordham for seventh in the A-10. Six teams make the
conference tournament.
“We hit the ball very well today and were able to

get a little bit of a lead and stayed on top most of the
game,” he said. “When we do that, we play with a
little more confidence. “
The Colonials never fell behind in Sunday’s game
and avoided playing catch-up like they had to on
Saturday, Mrowka said. GW stayed neck-and-neck
with the Explorers until the eighth inning, when they
broke a 4-4 tie with a run by senior Andrew Abokhair
and then tallied on three insurance runs in the ninth.
GW got three of their runs in the first inning with
senior Charlie Kruer’s 12th homerun of the season.
He’s now tied for fourth all-time at GW with 38 hom-

ers.

The game also marked the return of freshman
pitcher Eric Cantrell. Cantrell, sidelined for a broken
jaw due to a line drive to the face two weeks ago
against Saint Louis, earned his fifth win with nine
strikeouts and just one earned run.
Kruer praised Cantrell’s work on the mound, but
also noted the Colonials’ crucial losses Saturday.
“The weekend was pretty disappointing overall," he said. "We should have won those two games
yesterday."
–Gabrielle Bluestone
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Taxis resist switch to meters as deadline approaches
Officials said most
cabs still using zone
system over meters
by Bryan Han
Senior Staff Writer
Taxi drivers in the District are
reluctantly complying with a mandate
to install meters by June 1, signaling
the end of a nearly six-month battle to
keep the zone system.
D.C. Mayor Adrian Fenty
announced last month that taxi drivers must place meters in their cabs by
the deadline or recieve a $1,000 fine
for non-compliance. Nathan Price,
chairman of the D.C. Coalition of Cab
Drivers, Companies and Associations,
said the organization is in favor of
installing meters for greater transparency, but said it was a poor move by
Fenty to enforce the strict deadline.
“Do it in a timeframe so the job
will be done right,” Price said. “Right

Alex Ellis/photo editor

A D.C. taxi driver – still using the zone system – looks for passengers. Many
taxis in the city are waiting until the deadline before switching to meters.
now everybody’s rush, rush, rush. It’s
pandemonium. Right now you’ve got
about one-fifth of the meters installed,
and you’ve got about (half of a) month

to get all this done. I don’t see it happening.”
Only seven out of 21 taxis surveyed by The Hatchet in the GW area

last Thursday had meters installed.
The coalition is appealing a ruling
in the D.C. Superior Court that found
the mayor had the authority to order
the meter installments, Price said.
A new case will also be brought to
court based on “constitutional issues”
such as “due process, trade and other
issues,” Price added.
But problems within the coalition
have blunted its effectiveness, Price
said.
“There was supposed to be a
strike (last) Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday,” he said. “Some members
of the coalition just backed out of it
and that’s probably going to break
this coalition because you just don’t
do that.”
Taxi meter vendors said installing
the devices in about 65,000 District
taxicabs would be difficult, but not
impossible. Installing and calibrating
a meter takes about an hour and the
price ranges from $300 to $500.
Mushtaq Gilani, owner of Icon Cab
Company, said his shop installs about
15 meters a day. The high demand
began about two weeks ago because

of the May 1 deadline and continues
to be steady.
“You get people calling in every
day,” Gilani said. “The phone rings off
the hook like there’s no tomorrow.”
Excel Auto Repair installs about
20 to 30 taxi meters per day, manager
Jim Nelson said. More businesses are
getting licensed to sell meters because
of the rising demand, he added.
“There are still places getting
approved every day to install them,”
Nelson said. “D.C. is doing what they
can to accommodate (the taxi drivers).”
To sell and install a taxi meter in the
District, businesses must be licensed
by the D.C. Taxicab Commission.
Sixteen locations are licensed to sell
taxi meters in the city, according to the
DCTC Web site.
Fenty announced last month that
meter-less taxis should be reported
to the DCTC after May 1. Employees
at the DCTC said they have gotten no
calls about meter-less taxis, but expect
some after June 1. 

Bike sharing comes to D.C.
Service promises
cheap, green way
to get around city
by Nick Marell
Hatchet Staff Writer

Congratulations
The Hatchet salutes Kat Hatam and
Elizabeth Kamens for four years of
dedicated service.
As Sales Director and Assistant Sales Manager, they
have worked tirelessly for this paper and inspired
a generation to follow in their legacy.
We are eternally grateful, and wish them
best of luck in their future endeavors.

ELIZABETH
KAMENS
$143,935 in career sales

KAT HATAM
$116,590 in career sales

GW students looking to
rent a ride around D.C. will
have an alternative to Zipcars
beginning this month: bikes.
SmartBike
D.C.,
the
District’s newest transportation initiative, is a self-service
bike-sharing program that will
launch later this May with
about 100 bikes located across
the city, including some near
the GW Hospital.
The program, which is the
first of its kind in the United
States, is being sponsored by
the D.C. city government.
“We encourage students to
sign up,” said Jim Sebastian,
transportation planner for
the District Department of
Transportation. “This is one
of the cheapest transportation
options in D.C. It is cheaper
than Zipcar or Metro.”
Subscribers can rent threespeed bikes for three hours
at 10 different locations in
the city for $40 a year. Most
kiosks are located near Metro
stations – including Gallery
Place/Chinatown,
Metro
Center, and Dupont Circle.
Each spot has about a dozen
bikes that can be checked out
from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Like Zipcar, users receive
a personalized SmartBike D.C.
card after subscribing online.
A user swipes his card at any
of the kiosks to electronically
unlock a bike at one of the
numbered spots on the rack. A
fee of $200 will be assessed for
lost or damaged bikes.
Clear Channel Outdoor,
which is partnering with
DDOT on the program, started
the first self-service bike program in France in 1998. Since

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Racks near the GW Hospital will hold bicycles for a bike sharing program beginning this May. Others will go near D.C. Metro stations.
then, they have established
similar programs in Spain,
Sweden and Norway.
“We are starting with a
relatively small program compared to the European states
and seeing what happens,”
Sebastian said. “We will accept
two to three thousand subscribers, see how it’s used and

"We encourage students
to sign up. This is one of
the cheapest transportation options in D.C.”
JIM SEBASTIAN
TRANSPORTATION PLANNER FOR THE
DISTRICT DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

what people like and don’t
like, and then expand it.”
D.C. has over 30 miles of
bike lanes, with plans for new
lanes on G, H, 21st and 22nd
streets in Foggy Bottom. DDOT
is also in talks to set up a bike
dock in Georgetown.

Some Foggy Bottom residents said they are pleased
with SmartBike’s environmentally friendly goals.
“Whatever we can all do
to drive less and be more fit in
the process sounds like a winner to me,” said Joy Howell,
president of the Foggy Bottom
Association.
Others expressed hesitation about an influx of casual
riders.
“I have seen bikers use
sidewalks putting pedestrians at risk,” said David
Lehrman, a Foggy Bottom
Advisory
Neighborhood
Commission member. “At
least with Zipcar, a valid
license and insurance is
required. No skills test is
involved with a bike rider.”
GW
senior
Maggie
Desmond helped lead Green
GW’s Crossbar 2-Mile challenge, which urged students
to use a bike for traveling
anywhere within two miles.
She said she is excited for
a convenient self-service bike
rental program.
“This is a great idea for
sustainability and turning
D.C. into a bike-friendly city,”
Desmond said. “It will cut
down on the use of cabs and
Zipcar.” 

Not graduating just yet?
Looking for a way to get involved at GW? Join The Hatchet!
joinus@gwhatchet.com
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Schools surpass 50k price tag
Market basket
institutions rival
GW tuition
by Caroline Coppel
Hatchet Staff Writer
Last year GW became the
first university in the nation to
surpass the $50,000 price tag
for tuition and expenses. But a
year later, GW has company at
the top.
New York University and
Carnegie Mellon University
are among the colleges who
breached $50,000 this spring
with their annual tuition
increases. Boston University is
now just short of that number.
“It’s only a matter of
time before more schools

enter our range,” University
Spokesperson Tracy Schario
said, adding that tuition
increases are unavoidable in
higher education.
The total cost of attendance at NYU for the next
school year will be $50,182,
according to The Washington
Square News, the campus
paper. The paper reported in
April that the school is “cash
poor” and reliant on tuition
for 60 percent of its operating
budget, whereas other universities have large endowments
to keep costs down.
At GW, tuition accounted
for 56 percent of the operating
budget last year, according to
the capital budget.
Ken Walters, a spokesman
for Carnegie Mellon, said they
are also dependent on tuition
to fund the undergraduate curriculum and a host of other

school programs.
“We need tuition,” Walters
said. “It helps us to grow and
expand our university.”
He added that it was the

“No one likes to see the
tuition increase, but it's all
part of doing business.”
KEN WALTERS
CARNEGIE MELLON SPOKESPERSON

primary motivation for the university’s decision to increase
tuition 4 percent to $39,150

beginning in fall 2008, surpassing $50,000 with room, board
and other mandatory costs.
“To have an institution
like Carnegie Mellon requires
a lot of high-quality people,”
Walters said. “No one likes to
see the tuition increase, but it’s
all part of doing business.”
In March, Boston University
announced that it would raise
tuition by 4.5 percent – making it almost $50,000 with student costs. A BU spokesperson
could not be reached for comment.
School representatives said
it was too early to tell if the
tuition increases would affect
enrollment. For Carnegie
Mellon, Walters said their
reputation would most likely
keep enrollment high.
She said, “Fortunately,
we’re a pretty sought after university.” 

See our new and improved blogs at blogs.gwhatchet.com
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The hip hop duo Atmosphere performed at the 9:30
Club last month. Sean "Slug" Daley rapped while bandmate Anthony "Ant" Davis worked the turntables.
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Univ. plans major CI overhaul
Laser light show and
other programs will
be eliminated
by Sarah Scire
Campus News Editor
The University plans to dramatically change Colonial Inauguration in
the coming years, beginning this summer with the elimination of a costly laser
light show and several other luxuries, a
top administrator said Thursday.
The freshman orientation program
will have fewer “bells and whistles” for
the incoming freshman class and the
savings will be reallocated to other programs designed for freshmen, said Robert Chernak, vice president for student
and academic support services.
“We’ve seen an increase in costs at
CI – which is partially because of our
flair for showmanship – but we’re going
to get back to the underlying purposes,”
Chernak said.
University officials are also evaluating further changes for next year, including reducing the length of the event from
three days to two days. Chernak said this
is possible because class registration is
online.
Beginning this June, there will no
longer be horse and buggy rides, caricaturists or free parent breakfasts – though
entertainment options like the “Capital
Steps” comedy troupe will remain.

CONTEST
from p. A1
a larger event which would
be part of the Olympathon.
“Olympathon might be
a vehicle to promote student events,” Konwerski
said.
Student Association
President Vishal Aswani
said he and his staff had
thought of a similar program,
called
“School
Rush,” to get students
to embrace student life
throughout their four
years. But after meeting
with University officials
they realized the programs
would overlap.
“This school has so
much potential to take
advantage of the resources
we have, integrating some
kind of way for students

This year’s laser light show was slated to cost the University between $70,000
and $75,000 to play at the five CI orientations, Chernak said. The cost was higher
because of updates to the program like
changing the words “Stephen Joel Trachtenberg” to “Steven Knapp.”
“It’s nice, it’s fun, but it’s five minutes,” Chernak said of the show, an orientation tradition since 1997. “In the
grand scheme of things, there are better
ways to spend our dollars and benefit the
students.”
The proposed overhaul for next year
would have “a quick introduction to the
school” over the summer, followed by an

“We've seen an increase
in costs at CI – which is
partially because of our flair
for showmanship..."
ROBERT CHERNAK
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT
AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES

early freshman move-in with a focus on
academics and class bonding. The summer session will still include Colonial
Cabinet, small group discussions, skits,
the student organization fair and other
features of the current orientation.
“Satisfying some of the socializing

to have fun and realize
the lack of limits there are
to their experience,” said
Aswani, a junior. “That’s
what really is the great
thing about this type of
programming.”
Aswani added that
he and SA Executive Vice
President Kyle Boyer both
feel Olympathon can go a
long way to help student
life and pledged to work
with administrators to see
that the program is implemented next year.
Konwerski said collaboration between students
and administrators is necessary over the summer
if the Olympathon is to
launch in the fall.
“We need to continue
to build this in partnership
with students and staff, to
really see if it is feasible,”
he said. “We want this to
be a positive event for the
entire University.” 

needs during the summer session will
help students focus on more of the informational activities during part two during the fall,” he said. “If we can alleviate
that distraction, we can hope to improve
the retention rate of the academic and development information we give incoming freshmen.”
Chernak said the changes to next
year’s CI were not finalized and that the
proposals were still being vetted by various administrators and academic deans.
He said his department would look to
focus groups of students to “test their assumptions” about student experiences at
CI.
“Nothing is set in stone yet,” Chernak said. “You’ve got to get these things
out there and then wait for the feedback.”
The University began studying
possible changes to CI about a year ago
and has been collecting suggestions for
program improvement since then, said
Helen Cannaday Saulny, assistant vice
president of student and academic support services.
She said that when they get the feedback, they will tweak the program and
present it to senior officials and University President Steven Knapp for further
review.
She said, “So far, we have received
very positive feedback and suggestions
to consider further.” 
Hatchet file photo

The Colonial Inauguration laser light
show – which costs GW up to $75,000
– is one of the planned program cuts.

APES
from p. A1
letter, saying they were not
involved in the group.
“We took their word for it, as
they were not names given to us
by members this year,” Pereira
said.
A former APES member,
speaking under the condition of
anonymity because he fears retribution from the University, said
he knew several students unaffiliated with APES who received
the letter. SJS has previously
said they use Facebook, among
other tools, to identify members
of unrecognized fraternities like
APES.
“SJS can’t just go around acting like Big Brother,” the former
member said. “The leash needs
to be pulled.”
He said other APES members
have no intention of reorganiz-

ing “because it’s not worth being
expelled or suspended.”
Pereira said the University
expects no further efforts to reorganize APES, but sent the letter
as a precaution.
“Based on the significant record of misconduct, the
University is taking the unusual
step of forbidding the former
members of APES from reorganizing,” Pereira wrote in an
e-mail.
The letter – which is signed
from Senior Assistant Dean of
Students Mark Levine – forbids
any formal or informal reforming
of the group. Levine declined to
comment on the letter.
Pereira added that students
would only be violating the
terms of this letter if they began
organizing to discuss long-term
goals or recruitment.
A similar letter was sent to
APES members in April 2005
demanding that they “prevent or
end” activities which violate the
Code of Student Conduct. 

www.GWHATCHET.com

Former SA senator's trial stalled
Assault charges against a former Student Association
senator have been dimissed until prosecutors decide to proceed with the case, the U.S. Attorney’s office said.
On April 14, senior Isabella Bacardi was set to stand
trial for simple assault after allegedly breaking a glass
object over another female patron’s head at McFadden’s
Saloon last October. Instead, prosecutor Angela Pegram, an
Assistant U.S. Attorney, said the case is dismissed until the
government moves forward.
Pegram said she was not at liberty to discuss the details of
the case because it was still open, but Assistant U.S. Attorney
Albert Herring said the trial didn’t occur because the government was not ready to prosecute Bacardi on that day.
“Dismissed for want of prosecution means the government is not in a position to move forward,” Herring said,
referring to the official status of the case. “In this case, a
witness was not available for the trial because there was a
scheduling conflict."
Herring said the case can be brought back to the courts
by the government “whenever they want” and “without
prejudice,” meaning the judge is legally obligated not to
take the delay into account.
“The ball is in the government’s court to reopen the
case,” Herring said.
Bacardi, who served as the SA senator from the School of
Public Health and Health Services for two terms, refused to
comment on the court’s decision. Her lawyer, James O’Dea,
did not return several phone calls from The Hatchet.
–Sarah Scire
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Arts

Flight of the Conchords performs sold-out show at GW
Band has a new
album, television
show
by Amanda Pacitti
Arts Editor
“Are there any secret agents
here tonight?” asked Bret McKenzie,
one of two members of the selfproclaimed band-not-duo Flight of
the Conchords, who performed to
a near-sold out audience at Lisner
Auditorium Friday.
Such statements represent the
band’s unique brand of dry, tonguein-cheek humor – which can be
heard on their recent self-titled
album and seen on their HBO television show.
Members Jemaine Clement and
McKenzie performed with acoustic
guitars (sharing one guitar pick)
and alternated playing a keytar, a
synthesizer keyboard shaped like
a guitar. The instruments were
accompanied by humorous lyrics

and dialogue from the two performers, who are originally from
New Zealand.
The band opened with the song
“Inner City Pressure,” after which
they poked fun at District life.
Noting that they drove by the White
House upon their arrival, McKenzie
scanned the crowd and asked the
audience “Did the President come?

“Did the President
come? No? It's not
very far.”
BRET MCKENZIE
FLIGHT OF THE CONCHORDS
MEMBER

No? It’s not very far.”
He added, “I haven’t even introduced you to the band yet. I’m
Jemaine and that’s Bret. Bret’s a real
popular member of the band,” said
Clement. “Probably the most popu-

lar member.”
Several highlights included
when McKenzie attempted to jump
from the stage and lost the connection wire to his keytar, a discussion
on musicians’ willingness to take
up causes (as satirized in their song
“Think About It”), and their song
“Robot Song,” which discussed a
world without humans. Jemaine
told the crowd,“We’re just trying to
get in the market of robots."
After performing for over
an hour, Clement and McKenzie
returned for two encores, responding to audience suggestions and
playing the acoustic fictitious
rap battle “Hiphopopotamus v.
Rymenoceros.”
The performance was preceded
by a fifteen-minute standup routine by California-based comedian
Arj Barker, who poked fun at climate change, predictive text in text
messaging and life in Washington.
Barker plays the part of “Dave” on
the HBO series.
Flight of the Conchords are
currently
y on tour. Their music is
available at www.myspace.com/
conchords. 

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Bret McKenzie and Jemaine Clement of Flight of the Conchords sang Friday at Lisner.
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CLASSIFIEDS

245 - RENT DC

610 - CHILD CARE

665 - PART TIME

CHEVY CHASE

PT SUMMER CHILDCARE 9 yo boy
Capitol Hill. 12-6pm Wed - Fri. M/F Must
have car. $15.00/hr. June 16 - end Aug.
202 669 1338 lkcoffman@verizon.net

ARE YOU AMBITIOUS? Financial
Agents, Loan Officers, Realtors Wanted.
We are a progressive and rapidly growing
mortgage and financial company seeking highly motivated people. No experience required, we train 100%. Full-time
and Part-time available. College students
welcome. Send resume to info@loanoriginatorrecruiter.com or call 202-425-3935.
http://www.loanoriginatorrecruiter.com.

Friendship Heights. Faculty Rental.
Large, sunny, 2 BR, 2 bath, furnished
condominium. Balcony, good view, full
service secure building, pool, exercise
room. All amenities. School buses
at door. 5 min. walk to all services,
shopping, transportation. 12 min. by
metro downtown or NIH. $2,600/
month. Includes utilities, indoor parking.
Lease with references. Available 9/1.
301-907-8847

BABYSITTER-WEEKENDS For 4 1/2 and
2 1/2 year olds for 3-4 hours in the morning or afternoon. Call 202-273-3851.

615 - FULL TIME

465 - TUTOR SERVICES

PT OFFICE ASST. DC law firm seeks pt
office asst/receptionist. Duties include
preparing documents, answering phones,
assisting clients. Successful candidate
must be detail oriented with excellent organizational skills. 20-30 hrs/wk. Please
send cover letter & resume to dsullivan@
malliosobrien.com.

GUEST SERVICE AGENTS All suite hotel needs friendly, service minded people
for various front desk shifts. Experience
is preferred. Must be flexible with scheduling.
We offer good wages and benefits. Apply
in person, fax or mail resume to:
Evening Manager
The George Washington
University Inn
824 New Hampshire Ave., NW Washington, DC 20037
Fax (202) 337-2540

TUTOR FOR EMSE 260 Finance and
Engineering Economy. Please contact
Barry Leo, 703 772-7613, barry.leo@
gmail.com.

499 - GENERAL
QI SPA in Georgetown offers student
waxing discount from Monday-Friday for
a limited time. 3106 M St. 202-333-6344

665 - PART TIME

YARDWORK HELP needed asap, 2-4
hours, weekends. Georgetown Penn/M
area. Summer semester availability desirable. $8/hr. 202-457-9122
MAKE $100 DAY PART-TIME Make
$100 a day part-time. Own transportation
is needed. Call James. 301-523-8514

615 - FULL TIME

505 - ADOPTIONS

BIOLOGIST. B. S., B. A., or M. S. Research laboratory at FDA Bethesda.
Specific focus poxviruses in mice. Animal
handling experience preferred. Stipend
35,000 - 41,000./year; additional health
insurance. Resume to robert.fisher@fda.
hhs.gov.

LOVING COUPLE WISHES TO ADOPT.
Willing to pay legal & medical expenses.
Call (202) 387-0603 or email KarJoe3@
aol.com.

35 Kind of history
36 Word that can
precede each
half of the
answers to each
of the eight
starred clues
37 Performed
ballads, e.g.
38 President pro
___
39 Go after bucks
or ducks, say
40 Outpouring
41 *Wrestling move
that puts an arm
around
someone’s neck
44 Less bold
45 Slick
46 Corduroy ridge
47 Measly
50 *Secret
communication
location
54 *Mars
Pathfinder, for
one
56 Rouse from
slumber
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57 Regarding
58 Western flick, in
old lingo
59 Farm measure
60 Abound (with)
61 One of a
reporter’s five
W’s
62 Annum

1

Down
1 Punched-out
part of a paper
ballot
2 Capital of Italia
3 Plenty
4 *Diamond game
5 Like a lout
6 Hag
7 Become bushed
8 PC bailout key
9 Golfer’s opening
drive
10 Flexible
11 Cousin of an
onion
12 Gawk at
13 Sondheim’s
“Sweeney ___”
19 Scratch on a
diamond, e.g.
21 Amount printed
in red ink
24 Nautical map
25 Slow-moving
mammal
26 Blender setting
27 South American
wool source
28 Move with one’s
tail between
one’s legs
29 Actor and
rockabilly
crooner Chris

32

33

35

36

2

3

4

5

14

15

17

18

20

6

7

No. 0331
9

EASY SUMMER $$$ Not going home?
Need some extra cash for the summer?
We are looking for part-time administrative filing & miscellaneous help during
the break (and if we like each other,
continuing on). Approximately 30 hours
a week, flexible schedule. We are a
small downtown (walking distance from
GWU) telecommunications law firm with
a Fortune 200 client list and we offer a relaxed and open environment and flexible
hours. Contact Denise Marcelin one of
three ways: by phone at 202/857-2550;
by e-mail at dmarcelin@lb3law.com; or,
fax your resume to 202/223-0833. Start
immediately.
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Puzzle by Jeff Armstrong

30 Three-card
hustle
31 Yard worker’s
tool

42 Business that
may have gone
boom and then
bust in the ’90s

33 Impertinent

43 Pre-euro money
in 2-Down

37 *Indy 500 venue

44 ___ d’

39 “Yikes!”
40 Hawk, as wares

GWHatchet.com
com

22

39

48

HOUSE/DOG SITTER Sitter needed for
home and friendly golden retriever two
weeks in June. Near subway. $50/day.
Email syochum@cftc.gov. 202-418-5157

675 - SUMMER JOBS

19

27

41

10

24

38

47

8

21

26

TELEPHONE RESEARCHERS NEEDED Call corporations to verify and obtain
basic data. No selling. Position will start
mid-May and last until through August.
Fits perfectly into your summer break!
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, some flexibility. $11/
hr, casual environment. Applicants must
be reliable & have great attention to detail. Submit resumes and availability to
hr@judydiamond.com.

16

23
25

675 - SUMMER JOBS

$18/hour!!!

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Sea creature
that sidles
5 Group of eight
musicians
10 Underhanded
plan
14 Greeting in
Granada
15 Get up
16 Toy block brand
17 Andy’s partner in
old radio
18 *Sci-fi barrier
20 *Newspaper
article lead-in
22 Quenched
23 Big name in
audio equipment
24 Martial artist
Jackie
25 Result of a belly
flop
28 *When the
curtain goes up
32 Quiet spells
33 Bed board
34 Turf

P/T ADMIN. ASST. FOGGY
BOTTOM
A top level experienced
Admin. Asst. who can type
80-100 wpm correctly, complete administrative tasks
such as making complex
national and intl. airlines
reservations, awards programs, draft proper e-mails,
letters, and maintain a hectic
schedule for a top executive.
Part-time position with some
flexible weekend hrs. Ideal
candidate might be a stay
at home-parent or graduate
student who may need parttime work living in the Foggy
Bottom or Georgetown area,
within walking distance of the
office; Competitive wage for
experienced person. Send a
specific personal letter of one
hundred words or less describing your experience and
why you qualify. Long-term
commitment required. Please
reply by letter to Pressler, 800
25th Street NW, Suite 504
Washington DC 20037.

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

46 Eucharist disk
47 H.S. junior’s
exam

48 C
Cathedral recess
49 Tardy
50 Corner, as a
king
51 10K or marathon
52 Gumbo
ingredient
53 House of Lords
member
55 Pep squad shout

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49
$
a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Put down
those pencils!
Play another Sudoku
online DAILY at
www.gwhatchet.com/puzzles
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Past leaders, prominent
alumni receive degrees

photo illustration Ryder Haske/senior staff photographer

Seniors give the gift of spirit

by Amy D'Onofrio
Hatchet Reporter
Besides the Commencement address, there will only be two
other non-student featured speeches on the Mall this weekend –
and both will be from former GW leaders.
The GW Board of Trustees chose former University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg and former Board of Trustees Chairman Charles Manatt to receive honorary degrees this year and to
speak at Commencement.
The other honorary degree recipients – Commencement
speaker and NAACP Chairman Julian Bond, Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences speaker and U.S. Director of National Intelligence Mike McConnell, and Law School speaker Sen. Daniel K.
Inouye (D-Hawaii) – were chosen by University President Steven
Knapp from a list approved by the Board, said Donald Lehman,
executive vice president for academic affairs.
Inoye and McConnell are alumni of GW graduate programs.
Trachtenberg and Manatt, who also spoke at last year’s Commencement, will have the chance to give short remarks upon accepting their awards, Univeristy spokesperson Tracy Schario said.
“All of these individuals are extremely well-accomplished
and recognized names on national stages,” Schario said.
Last year’s recipients included CNN anchor Wolf Blitzer,
D.C. City Councilmember Linda Cropp and former Connecticut
Gov. Lowell Weicker Jr.
Trachtenberg, who retired as University president last year
and will be receiving an honorary doctor of public service degree, has never received an honorary degree from GW. He was
previously given degrees at the University of Hartford – where
he served as president for 11 years – and Columbia University,
where he attended as an undergraduate student.
He said he is “very excited” to be receiving a degree from GW.
Manatt, who retired from GW last year, served on the Board
of Trustees since 1980. He earned a doctorate from GW in 1962
and has held many leadership roles in and out of the University,
including co-chairing the 1992 Bill Clinton presidential campaign
and serving as U.S. ambassador to the Dominican Republic.
Bond is the only recipient not directly connected to GW.
“Bond was invited to speak (at Commencement) first and
then invited to receive an honorary degree,” Lehman said.
Anyone can nominate someone for an honorary degree by
filling out a nomination form. Lehman said all nominations are received by University Marshal Jill Kasle and then reviewed by the
Faculty Senate, the president of the University and the academic affairs committee of the Board of Trustees. The entire Board then votes
on the nominees and the president chooses recipients from this list.
As GW’s former president, Trachtenberg said when he chose
past honorary degree recipients, he looked for an interesting
group of people that represented the values of the University, as
if he were “putting together a group of people for dinner.” 

Charles Manatt was chair of
the GW Board of Trustees.

Class gift
participation
at all-time high
Alex Ellis/photo editor

Stephen Joel Trachtenberg was president of the
University

Mike McConnell is a GW
alumnus.

Chris Rotella, chair of the senior class gift committee, presented a $36,000 check for the creation of
the spirit fund to Board of Trustees vice chairman Nelson Carbonell last Thursday.
by Niketa Kumar
Hatchet Staff Writer
Students may never be
able to show school spirit at a
homecoming football game, but
thanks to this year’s senior class
gift, GW spirit may get a boost.
As part of its gift to GW, the
class of 2008 created the spirit
fund – an endowment that will
give money to the Spirit Office
for activities, events or groups
that support GW athletics. Spirit
fund money may go to a victory
bell, spirit rallies, trips or other
spirit events, said senior Chris

Rotella, chair of the senior class
gift committee.
“(The spirit fund) is a great
way to leave the school,” Rotella
said.
Senior class gift participation
for 2008 hit a record high with
more than 24 percent of the class
donating to the senior class gift,
Rotella said.
“The participation has never
been this great,” he said. “There
has been a change in the mentality. (Seniors) feel more connected
to GW and to the gift.”
Andrew Hill, assistant director of student alumni programs,

attributed the increase in senior
participation to a greater understanding of the importance of
philanthropy in education.
“This
year’s
committee
worked hard to build those
types of relationships (among
seniors),” Hill said. “They talked
about the value of a degree and
its connection to a school’s endowments … It’s not so much
about the money, but participation. That’s what influences the
rankings.”
The committee has raised
See GIFT, p. B11

Knapp forms graduation speaker advisory committee
Students will advise
commission on
keynote speaker
by Elise Kigner
and Danielle Meister
Senior Staff Writers
University President Steven Knapp
announced the creation of a Commencement speaker advisory committee last

week in an effort to bring transparency to
the search process for the annual keynote
speaker.
Both the selection of NAACP Chairman Julian Bond as keynote speaker this
year and former University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg last year, drew criticism from students upset about the picks.
“You always have people willing to
speak out about what they feel passionately about, and that is what we want,”
said Peter Konwerski, assistant vice president for student and academic support
services.
The seven-person advisory committee
includes students, professors and admin-
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istrators. In the past, the Commencement
speaker was generally chosen from a list of
honorary degree nominees.
Anyone could nominate someone for
an honorary degree, but Konwerski said
this was not well-publicized. The new advisory committee will solicit nominations
from students, faculty and staff and give
recommendations to Knapp and the Board
of Trustees, who will then make the final
decision.
This year, conservative students and
others who were concerned with about
Bond arranged meetings with University
administrators, Konwerski said. He said
the problems that surfaced during the
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meetings were relayed to Knapp, which
prompted the formation of the committee.
“All of us will be looking for someone
who is inspirational for our graduation
students,” said Beth Nolan, chair of the
committee. She said the speaker should
also exhibit GW’s values.
Junior Nicole Capp, last year’s Student
Association president, spoke with several
administrators about getting student input
in the process.
“Each year someone is going to have
something to say about the speaker being
chosen for Commencement,” Capp said.
“I think Knapp realizes that it would be in
our best benefit to increase transparency
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and improve the overall process.”
Alex Haimann, a senior who led the
effort against Julian Bond, met with Knapp
to explain his frustration.
“Knapp asked me, ‘What if we put
students on a committee and they still were
to choose Julian Bond as our speaker?’
and I said, ‘Yes I would have been upset,
but I would have been less upset because
at least there would have been a student
voice,’” Haimann said.
“If my effort in any sort of way created
a positive momentum to have student
input on graduation speakers on years to
come then I am thrilled,” he added. “It was
worthwhile.” 
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Alex Ellis/photo editor
Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum is open daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the corner of 11th and F streets.

Keeping busy in the city
The countdown to Commencement is dwindling and restaurants are
getting booked. To keep your family entertained and avoid the reservation rush, The Hatchet has compiled eight unique, food-free things for
you and your parents to enjoy before you graduate.

Media
Entertainment
Metro Center
Blue / Orange / Red lines

Revisit your freshman year, when you were filled
with excitement to be living in the nation’s historically
rich capital, at Madame Tussaud’s wax museum. The
museum’s Spirit of D.C. exhibit allows you to experience United States history in a setting designed to feel
eerily real.
You may have been able to sit in on Senate meetings or travel the corridors of the White House during
your GW career, but you didn’t get to George Washington’s inauguration, Abraham Lincoln’s assassination or the Watergate scandal. At the museum, you can
travel through historical replications from the time of
the Founding Fathers to modern day politics. Kickstart
your path to distinction by posing with wax figures
of history-makers like Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston
Churchill, Rosa Parks and Bob Woodward.
Madame Tussaud’s wax museum, located on 11th
and F streets, N.W., is open daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tickets are $19.04 for adults and $12.69 for children. For
more information, visit www.madametussaudsdc.com.

Media
The recently opened Newseum is an interactive museum of
news and journalism in Washington, D.C. The 250,000 square foot museum of news features seven levels of displays, 15 theaters, a dozen
major galleries, many smaller exhibits, two broadcast studios, and an
expanded interactive newsroom.
The museum’s holdings merge five centuries of news history with
swift technology and hands-on exhibits. Among the exterior’s exceptional architectural features are a 74-foot-high marble engraving of the
First Amendment and an enormous wall of glass through which the
interior of the museum can be seen from the outside.
The Newseum, located at 555 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., is open
daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is $20 for adults, $18 for seniors
and $13 for children. For more information, visit www.newseum.org.

Alex Ellis/Hatchet photo editor
The GI Film Festival runs from May 14 to May 18.

Film
With Memorial Day only a couple of weeks away, the second annual GI Film Festival offers a reminder of military courage and sacrifice throughout American history. The festival was
the first in the nation to celebrate the armed services exclusively
through film and will present domestic and international films
from both premier and established filmmakers.
In addition to the feature, documentary, and short film screenings, the festival will feature panel discussions, educational forums and Hollywood "meet and greets.” Festivities will be led
by award-winning actors Gary Sinise, Robert Duvall, Stephen
Baldwin and Kelsey Grammar and special appearances will include actors from acclaimed military films, distinguished generals and prominent politicians.
The festival runs from May 14 to May 18 at the Carnegie Institution for Science. Show times and ticket prices vary according
to film, so visit www.gifilmfestival.com for more information.

Dupont Circle
Red line

Science
You may or may not be headed to medical
school next year, but you can still impress mom
and dad by giving them a tour of The National
Museum of Health and Medicine. Founded as
the Army Medical Museum in 1862 to study
and improve medical conditions during the
American Civil War, the museum now holds
more than 24 million items.
The collection – which focuses on the history and practice of American medicine, military medicine, and current medical research
– includes artifacts like anatomical and pathological specimens and historical medical instruments. The museum features exhibits pertaining to a wide breadth of interests beyond
the specific scope of medicine, including Civil
War artifacts that document the death of Abraham Lincoln, a hologram of the human body
and an interactive station of the anatomy that
provides a 3-D perspective of the body.
The National Museum of Health and Medicine, located at 6900 Georgia Ave., N.W., is
open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission
is free, but donations are accepted. For more
information, visit www.nmhm.washingtondc.
museum.

Takoma
Red line

Foggy Bottom / GWU
Blue / Orange lines

For a traditional art experience that is
more intimate than the vast Smithsonian, the
Kreeger Museum offers an impressive holding of 19th and 20th century art in a personal
setting. The museum is the former residence of
late art collectors and philanthropists, David
Lloyd and Carmen Kreeger. A private-mansionturned-public-venue, the gallery displays more
than 180 paintings, sculptures and pieces of traditional African and Asian art.
Works of art from renowned artistic masterminds such as Monet, van Gogh, Picasso, Renoir
and Kandinsky are on display, as well as those
of Washington artists Gene Davis, Sam Gilliam,
William Christenberry and Kendall Buster. The
Kreeger Museum is notable for both its extensive collection of prominent artists and its architectural design by American architect Philip
Johnson.
The museum is located at 2401 Foxhall Rd.,
N.W., near the Mount Vernon Campus. Reservations are required for the weekday tours, which
are at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. from Tuesday to
Friday. Saturdays are open to the public from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Cost of admission is $8 for adults
and $5 for students and seniors. For more information, visit www.kreegermuseum.org.

Joshua Wolff/Hatchet photographer
The Newseum is open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Between your apprehension of going out
into the real world and your parents’ realization
that their baby is all grown up, all of you are
going to need something to take the edge off.
Enjoy fine wine in a beautiful setting overlooking the Potomac River at Mount Vernon’s Wine
Festival and Sunset Tours.
The festival celebrates the history of wine
in Virginia with exclusive evening tours of the
mansion and wine cellar, and musical entertainment on the east lawn of George Washington's
Mount Vernon home. You and your parents can
bring a blanket and relax on the lawn as you
sample wines from 16 Virginia wineries.
The festival runs from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. from
May 16 to May 18 at George Washington’s
Mount Vernon Estate and Gardens. The price
is $30 per person. For more information, visit
www.mountvernon.org.

Comedy
Take the opportunity to share a few laughs
with the folks before the emotional Commencement ceremony. Lewis Black’s trademark mesh
of comedic ranting, sarcasm and profanity
should do the trick. Although the 59-year-old
has written more than 40 plays, he is most identifiable as the host of Comedy Central’s “The
Root of All Evil” and his regular appearances
alongside Jon Stewart on “The Daily Show.”
His Grammy for Best Comedy Album in 2007
and American Comedy Award for Best Male
Comic of the Year in 2001 are two testaments to
Black’s ability as a funny man. The stand-up comedian, author, playwright and actor is in D.C.
for four of his “Let Them Eat Cake” tour performances.
Black will perform at the Warner Theatre at 8
p.m. each night from May 15 to May 18. Tickets
range from $59.50 to $75. For more information,
visit www.comedycentral.com.

Metro Center
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Bethesda
Red line

D.C. resident artist Joan Danziger ’s sculptures have graced the city since her arrival in the
60's. She has completed several of her wooden
creations for public commission, and her work is
displayed in national and local galleries alike.
Locally, she has been featured at venues
such as the Smithsonian National Museum of
American Art, the Corcoran Gallery of Art and
the Fendrick Gallery. Danziger ’s exhibit of animals sculpted with human features is currently
hanging from the ceiling of the Kennedy Recreation Center on 7th Street, N.W. To see the
contemporary wooden sculptures from a spot
outside of D.C. but still Metro-accessible, check
out her Mythic Landscapes exhibit at Osuna Art
in Bethesda, Md.
Osuna Art is located at 7200 Wisconsin Ave.
The exhibit runs through June 21 and is open
Tuesdays to Saturdays from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Admission is free. For more information, visit
www.groundsforsculpture.org.

Huntington
Yellow line

Wine

Art

(Take the bus from there)

by Laura Treanor | Contributing Editor
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The Hatchet interviews:

In an interview with The
Hatchet in his office at
American University, Bond
reflected on his career, his
controversy and the state
of racism today. He said of
the many commencement
addresses he has given in
his career, speaking at GW
The Hatchet: How do you
think the world has changed “is one that will stick in (his)
mind.”
since that time?

Julian Bond

Keynote Commencement speaker
The Hatchet: What do you
think are your biggest accomplishments?
Julian Bond: I’m not sure ...
I like to think I haven’t done it
yet. I was in the ‘60s civil rights
movement and that was a tremendous accomplishment. Not
because of things I particularly
did but because of things we
collectively did. We eliminated
legal segregation in the United
States – a system that had been
in place almost 100 years – and
we wiped it out.
The Hatchet: You say you
knew Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. What was your interaction
with him?
Bond: In 1960, he became a
familiar figure in the neighborhood where I lived (in Atlanta)
and at the school I attended.
I went to Morehouse College.
And he actually taught a class
at Morehouse College … There
were eight of us in that class,
and so once a week we met
with him. It was a seminar
on philosophy, and I have to
tell you we didn’t learn much
philosophy. But we heard him
talk about the Montgomery
bus boycott, which was then
only five years old, and it
was a great experience to sit
across from this man and hear
him talk about the civil rights
movement.

Bond: If you go back to
the 1960s and you compare
it to today, this is a very different world … My horizons
were tremendously limited. If
I were 20 today, the sky’s the
limit for me. I could do anything my skills, my talent, my
ambition leads me to. In that
sense there have been enormous changes from that day to
this. But there’s still barriers.

The Hatchet: What similarities are there between then
and today?
Bond: Some of the segregation we faced then exists
today, without the same harshness. If you look at the housing patterns just in D.C., most
of the black people live over
here, most of the white people live over there. And that’s
true of almost every city in the
country … If you look at the
totality, there’s still this enormous difference between black
and white income, black and
white life chances, black and
white levels of education, and
despite many of these gaps
having closed, almost none
of them have disappeared. So
there is still much to be done.
The Hatchet: What kind of
factor do you think race is

playing the in the presidential election now?
Bond: (In polls), 9 percent
of the people say that race will
keep them from voting for a
black candidate. And polls
tell us that if 9 percent of the
people are saying that, the actual percentage is much, much
greater. Obviously this is still
a tremendous barrier. At the
NAACP we don’t endorse
candidates … but think of the
handicap (Sen. Barack) Obama
(D-Ill.) faces with knowing
that 9 percent of the voters
will not vote for him. Doesn’t
matter what he says, what he
does, how he behaves, what
he stands for; 9 percent of the
people won’t vote for him. So
it’s still very much affecting
our politics today.
The Hatchet: You have been
criticized for comments you
have made in the past, particularly for saying, “Their idea
of equal rights is the American flag and the Confederate
swastika flying side by side.”
Bond: I was speaking
about a section of the American population. I didn’t say,
“Republicans say that.” There
are people who believe (in) the

Alex Ellis/photo editor

NAACP Chairman Julian Bond will deliver the Commencement address on Sunday and will be
presented with an honorary degree.
Confederate flag, which was
the flag of the army and rebellion against the U.S. Well if I’m
in rebellion against the U.S.,
what am I? I’m a traitor, am
I not? And there is a section
of the population that thinks
the Confederate flag and the
American flag are equal flags
… The American flag is the
flag of the people who fought
for freedom and justice, (the
Confederate) flag is the flag
of the people who fought for
slavery.
The Hatchet: How do you
deflect the primarily conser-

vative criticism that’s been
brought against you in your
career?
Bond: If you say things
about the current situation,
there’s always going to be
somebody who’s going to disagree and you just have to say,
“Gee, I’m sorry you feel that
way, but that’s the way I feel.”
The Hatchet: What will be the
message of your Commencement address?
Bond: I think there’s a secret to a commencement addresses, period, no matter who
makes them. First they ought

to be short, because they’re
not there to see you. Mom and
dad are there to see Junior and
Sally graduate. If they pick
someone (to speak) that’s in
the public eye, they’re there
to hear what that person has
to say about the present-day
scene. I’m going to talk about
the present-day scene. I’m not
going to talk about President
(George W.) Bush or Republicans or Democrats, for that
matter. And it will be short.
–Interview conducted and
condensed by
Alexa Millinger

For more articles about Julian Bond, visit www.gwhatchet.com
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Univ. takes steps to fortify alumni network
About 220,000 GW
graduates are in
the alumni group
by Emily Cahn
and Sarah Scire
Hatchet Staff Writers
Many of this year’s graduates will
soon begin a new life in a new city,
but GW is working to help ease the
transition to an unfamiliar town full of
unknown faces.
The University is in the process of
improving its database of alumni to
help create a support network for those
alumni moving out of the District and
into another city, University President
Steven Knapp said.
“Now, you are much more likely to
move around from city to city, from job
to job,” Knapp said. “So to have a place
so that when you go to a new community, you have people who know you and

can open doors to you and introduce
you to people, and just tell you where
the best supermarkets are. That’s a real
advantage.”
Knapp said he hopes his hands-on
approach to alumni relations will help
build a more continuous relationship
between GW and its graduates.
“The traditional pattern with alumni
is you graduate from college, you go out
working for a few years, maybe start
a family, who knows what – and then
after 20 years out, you starting thinking,
‘Maybe I will send them a contribution
or maybe I will go to a reunion or something like that,’” Knapp said. “But often
there is a kind of a loss of connection
when people first leave, and I think we
are not alone in that.”
After Sunday’s Commencement,
the class of 2008 will automatically join
more than 220,000 fellow GW graduates as members of the alumni network.
While some colleges require alumni to
pay dues to be considered part of their
alumni organizations, GW only asks that
students pick up their diploma to join
the alumni community.
Although a major component of

You've graduated
... now what?
Check out The Hatchet classifieds for
jobs, a place to live, furniture and more!
classifieds@gwhatchet.com

alumni relations is fundraising, offi- Fellow. Wexler, a second-year graduate
cials said they are not focused on get- student, said she hopes the program will
ting money from recent graduates. help build institutional loyalty.
The University’s mission is to build a
“When (alumni) get married, they
“culture of philanthropy” where giving don’t say thank you to GW for their best
doesn’t just pertain to monetary dona- man, they thank the frat they were in,”
tions, said Matt
Wexler said. “The
Lindsay, director of
challenge is to make
alumni communi“The challenge is to make alumni see GW was
cations.
the umbrella under
alumni see GW was the
“We’ve
been
which they found
looking at the stufriends and
umbrella under which they their
dent’s entire life
their jobs.”
cycle and seeing
Part of the profound their friends and their gramming
how alumni can get
for young
involved at differalumni includes free
jobs.”
ent points,” Lindsay
informational learnsaid. “Becoming a
ing sessions designed
career mentor for
to supplement a GW
ELLEN WEXLER
another GW stueducation with realFOUNDER OF GW YOUNG
dent, for example
world lessons like
ALUMNI NETWORK
– that’s something
financial seminars
any recent graduate
about investing and
with a job can do, and it builds a culture managing student loans.
of GW students helping out other GW
Some graduating students said they
students.”
are eager to take advantage of GW’s
In 2006, Ellen Wexler launched the alumni network after hearing about its
Young Alumni Network as part of her benefits for four years.
work as a Presidential Administrative
Senior Sierra Strattner said she is

moving to Connecticut after graduation
to participate in the Teach for America
program. But after her two-year commitment is up, she plans to move back
to D.C. and utilize her GW alumni connections.
“I imagine I will rekindle my ties,
so to speak, when the time comes to get
a job here in the city,” Strattner said. “I
am curious to see how helpful my GW
education will be in acquiring a job.”
The University’s official alumni network is not the only resource students
plan on using to network after college.
Senior Julia King, a member of GW’s
Greek life, said she planned to use alumni connections through her sorority to
navigate Chicago, where she is moving
after graduation.
“My sorority is headquartered in
Chicago, Alpha Phi, and I plan on tapping into that resource,” King said.
“Many of my friends at GW have also
extended their friends and connections
to me. All of this will be invaluable,
because as of yet, I don't know anyone
in the city.” 
–Andrew Ramonas contributed to this
report.

Senior Stories

The Hatchet's intriguing grads of 2008
by Leah Carliner & Laura Treanor | Senior Staff Writers

When almost 2,000 undergraduate seniors participate in
Commencement on the National Mall Sunday they will
leave behind their years at GW, but many will not be
forgotten. The Hatchet spoke with faculty, staff and
students to find 10 seniors who have made a lasting
impression during their undergradauate years.
–photos by Alex Ellis and Ryder Haske
Illustration by Henrik Stenvall

The Environmentalist

The NBA Manager
Alyssa Greco - Men's basketball manager

Maggie Desmond - Green GW
Maggie Desmond knows it
sounds like a bad cliché, but after
seeing Al Gore’s “Inconvenient
Truth” she realized there were so
many ways she could improve our
environment.
But the Wisconsin native didn’t
just become a vegetarian, change
her light bulbs and increase her
recycling habits – she also started
Green GW in 2006 to get others involved.
At first it was just an e-mail,
encouraging friends to change
their habits, but then it grew to be
much more.
“(There was a) large amount
of interest and a large amount of
dedicated people,” she said about
the student organization’s takeoff.
As a school in the nation’s capital, GW has an extra responsibility
to be eco-friendly, Desmond said.
The graduating senior now lives
in a Green GW scholar’s house –
equipped with an energy efficient
toilet system, house bikes for transportation and posters on the wall
telling visitors how they can help
improve the environment.
“I feel like I live in a museum,”

she said.
Desmond has been actively
examining GW’s green efforts
this year as a member of University President Steven Knapp’s task
force on sustainability. She is one
of two other students on the board,
which will present its findings next
month.
Though Desmond has also
been a member of Colonial Cabinet, the women’s crew team and
the ultimate frisbee team, she has
reached out to communities beyond the GW campus as an international affairs major.
A student of the Chinese language, last summer Desmond took
her skills to a rural province where
she taught children English.
“It was really cool to be in front
of kids,” she said.
Next year, Desmond will be
working for Teach for America
in Hawaii, a national initiative to
bring recent college graduates into
inner city classrooms. Desmond
said she requested Hawaii on a
whim, but is excited to spend the
next two years there making a difference and giving back. 

Growing up in Bluebell, Pa., Alyssa Greco knew that if
she wanted to watch TV with her older brothers, she would
have to develop an interest in basketball. So she did.
But despite her love for the game, Greco couldn’t
make the cut for her competitive high school team. At
5 feet 6 inches tall with an athletic build, she opted instead for lacrosse and volleyball, but still found time to
be basketball team manager.
So when Greco packed up her bags and moved to
D.C. to pursue an undergraduate degree in business at
GW, she had no intention of leaving her game behind.
As a freshman, Greco started working as an assistant manager to the GW men’s basketball team. By her
junior year she moved up to head manager, a position
that earned her a $10,000 scholarship. But for Greco,
money isn’t the attraction.
“My life (has) revolved around basketball more
than basketball has revolved around my life,” Greco
said about being a manager, which required her to
travel with the team, attend practices before 6 a.m. and
work more than 40 hours a week.
Greco sacrificed more than just sleep – like most of
her Alpha Epsilon Phi semi-formals, for example – to be
a true team player. Still, Greco says that being around the
sport and the athletes has helped her grow as a person.
“I’ve learned to just go with it,” Greco said about
her outlook on life. “Basketball has given me a lot of
confidence.”
The dedication eventually paid off and Greco was
one of 160 job seekers invited to attend an exclusive
NBA team job fair.
After 11 interviews and 9 offers, Greco decided to
take a position with the Indiana Pacers selling group
tickets – a job that she says should put her in the right
career path to become a team manager. 

The Historian
“My life has revolved
around basketball more
than basketball has revolved around my life.”
ALYSSA GRECO
MEN'S BASKETBALL MANAGER

The Event Planner

Joe Altenau - Stage designer
For theater major Joe Altenau,
it’s all about the lights.
“When I go anywhere, whether it is a concert, a club or a show,
a big dork in me comes out and I
just start looking at the lighting,”
the Eastchester, N.Y., native said.
Growing up near New York
City allowed Altenau to see many
Broadway shows, which piqued
his interest in stage design. In
high school, Altenau designed all

of the lights for school shows and
when he was accepted to GW he
was awarded the Presidential Arts
Scholarship – an annual tuition stipend of $15,000.
Since coming to Foggy Bottom,
Altenau has taken the lead in set
and lighting design for GW productions and recently won the prestigious Tim Evans Award for design.
But during the past four
years, the graduating senior also

found time to keep his eyes on
other things, like sports. Altenau
has been a member of the crosscountry team since freshman year,
taking home the MVP award last
year.
“They are like two opposites,”
Altenau said about his activities in
college.
Altenau says he usually devotes 20 hours a week to crosscountry and more than that for
theater. “I wasn’t sure how much
of a time commitment everything
would be and it certainly has been
a challenge,” he said.
Though his friends often joke
that he’s getting a major in learning how to turn on lights, Altenau
is confident that his skills will be
useful in his pursuit of a career in
event management.
This summer, Altenau will
work in Bejing for NBC, hosting
their VIP guests who are invited to
attend the Olympics.
In the future, Altenau said he
wants to pursue an event management career that allows him to utilize his knowledge of set design.
He is confident his abilities to identify good lighting and sound will
put him ahead of the game. 

James Zarsadiaz - Multicultural Leadership Council
As a freshman, James
Zarsadiaz anticipated a career
on Capitol Hill. This aspiration
quickly dissolved, however,
when he realized that policymaking does not interest him.
Though he nixed a political
career, Zarsadiaz spent three
and a half years working for
Congresswoman Ginny BrownWaite (R-Fla.) and ranks the experience among his most valuable.
“I learned a lot – not only
about myself, but also about
working on a team,” said
Zarsadiaz, who will attend
Northwestern University in
September to begin his Ph.D in
history.
Zarsadiaz is the son of Filipino immigrants and grew up
in Walnut, Calif., a diverse suburb outside of Los Angeles. He
has striven to broaden GW’s
multicultural identity, and attributes this passion to his upbringing.
“I’ve been very used to a
multicultural, heterogeneous
environment,” he said. “My
high school was majority-mi-

nority. More than half of the
students were Latino and a big
portion were Asian and African-American, with a smaller
Caucasian population.”
Last year Zarsadiaz, a Martin Luther King Jr. Award recipient, founded the Multicultural Leadership Council. He
described the council as “an
ad hoc group” of multicultural
leaders on campus. “We talk
about multicultural issues and
promote each other’s initiatives,” he said.
He also served as president
of the Asian Student Alliance
last year, restructuring the
group, which won the Pyramid
Award for Student Organization of the Year in 2007 and
2008.
“The Asian community
has tons of different groups
and I wanted to make more of
an umbrella organization,” he
said. “The purpose is to bring
together the GW community
to teach about Asian traditions
and cultures – not just Chinese
culture, not just Korean culture,
but all Asian groups.” 
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The World Traveler

The Doctor
Dan Sagalovich is going to medical school, but you might
not know it from the classes he has taken at GW, which include
political science, photography and yoga.
The psychology major was able to pursue a variety of
academic interests thanks to GW’s early selection program,
which accepts students in their sophomore year, exempting
them from taking the MCATS and guaranteeing them a spot
in GW’s medical school.
The program is “geared toward pre-med students who
want to diversify their curriculum and explore other subjects
instead of just science,” said Russian-born Sagalovich, 22.
He worked diligently as a freshman and sophomore, often
“studying a lot in Gelman when everyone (was) chilling and
making friends in Thurston.” Sagalovich said it was his “sense
of urgency (and) a bit of a fear” that drove him to succeed academically. He maintained a social life and ventured out on the
weekends, but said it was a challenge.
Though many of Sagalovich’s classes strayed from the
medical field, the scientific research he conducted at St. Luke’s
Roosevelt Hospital in Manhattan demonstrates his passion
and knowledge in the field.
After his freshman year, Sagalovich assisted with different projects at the hospital, three of which produced published
research that he co-authored. His projects included testing the
prevention of aneurisms with green tea and training surgeons
in robotic surgery.
This summer, Sagalovich is solo backpacking in Australia
and traveling to Israel for a Birthright biking trip.
“I really think I need to live it up a summer before medical
school,” he said, “because I know I’ll be in Gelman Library for
another four years.” 

Maggie
M
ag g ie DDesmond
e smo n d - GGreen
re e n GGW
W

Dan Sagalovich - Early admit: med school

The Music Prodigy
When Emily Robertson enrolled in GW at age 16, she wanted
to continue studying music on the
side. The Springfield, Va., resident had no intention of majoring
in the subject, but four years later,
Robertson is graduating with honors as an Enosinian Scholar from
the music department.
Robertson – who commutes 45
minutes from her Virginia home –
was born in Oakland, Calif., but
has lived in several other states
because her father works for the
U.S. military. She received her
high school education from her
parents, who home-schooled her.
At first, Robertson said she felt
“kind of awkward” about dealing
with her young age, but said that
once people find out she’s only 20,
they usually don’t care.
“Everything I do, I’m always
the youngest person ever,” she
said.
But Robertson isn’t exaggerating. At age 18, she won an Irving
Lowens award for her research
on a piece of music found in the
binding of a 10th century medical book in a National Institute
of Health library. Robertson said
she was the youngest recipient of
this high honor from the Society
of American Music.
“I’m like the world expert

Christina Rodriguez - Latino symposium

Emily Robertson - Irving Lowens award
on it,” Robertson said about her
research, which she expanded
upon in her Enosinian thesis at
GW. Robertson said there are still
many scholarly paths to follow,
which she may do as she pursues
her master ’s in musicology at the
University of Maryland next year.
Outside of the classroom, Robertson has an apprenticeship with
Wolf Instruments, a store owned
by an elderly couple that handmake their instruments.

The Politician

Robertson said her nimble
hands have been especially helpful as the Wolfs age. “One of my
big fears is getting hand injuries,”
she said.
Also a volunteer emergency
medical technician for Springfield
fire station 22, Robertson is well
aware of the effects of injuries.
“My legs could be chopped off; I
don’t care,” she said. “My life is in
my hands.” 

Spanish minor is fluent in both
Spanish and Portuguese. Spanish was her first language and
she picked up Portuguese while
studying abroad in Bahia, Brazil,
last year.
“I’m a huge advocate for
studying abroad,” said Rodriguez, who also studied in Madrid as a sophomore. “I think
I learned more abroad than on
campus, about myself and academically. It’s the best of both
worlds.”
That is not to say her time in
D.C. was insignificant.
“I’m the first one in my family to graduate from college, and
everything that GW has given
me is amazing,” Rodriguez said.
“Every year has been an accomplishment.”
Rodriguez plans to work
with a Latin American nongovernmental organization and is
thinking about volunteering in
Cuba this summer.
“I like the nonprofit sector,”
she said, “because you can have
more of a personal relationship
with the people you are working
with.” 

The Safety Advocate

David Rosenbaum - Lieberman staffer
It’s not unusual for
David Rosenbaum to get
strange looks when he’s
working out at the Lerner
Health and Wellness Center,
especially when he runs into
his interns.
Rosenbaum, a political
science major, has been a
permanent staff member in
the office of Senator Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) for the past
four years.
“They would look at me
for a second, like ‘Why is
this old person here.’ Then
I would have to explain that
I’m a student too, but I’m on
staff,” he said.
Rosenbaum recently ended his stint with Lieberman,
having spent half of the time
as an intern and half as the
senator ’s scheduling staff assistant.
In the position, Rosenbaum worked 25 hours a
week while maintaining a full
coarse load. He also worked
full time during the summer
and often traveled to Connecticut during Lieberman’s
2006 campaign.
“I tried to balance it with

When people in her home
city of New York ask Christina
Rodriguez where she is from, her
response is Puerto Rico.
“When people in the Bronx
ask where you’re from, they
mean your heritage,” explained
the 22-year-old, whose grandparents are Puerto Rican.
Rodriguez’s Latino background has always been influential in her life. After becoming
involved with the Multicultural
Student Center as a freshman,
she created the Latino Symposium with classmate Jayson
Saunders.
Rodriguez described the
symposium, which takes place at
a different area-university each
year, as a “career-networking
event with Latino speakers from
different professions.”
As a freshman, Rodriquez
felt that there were no career
fairs “geared specifically toward
the Latino community. This was
a way for students to see that
there are Latinos who have made
it and to be connected to that.”
The Latin American and
hemispheric studies major and

having a regular college life,”
said Rosenbaum, who is a
member of the Alpha Epsilon
Pi fraternity, active in Hillel
and sits on the Student Association Court. “I wanted to
get the best of both worlds.”
Sustaining
academics,
campus involvement and his
job on the Hill “has been a
challenge, he said. “Everyone expects you to be 100
percent, regardless of where
you are.”
Rosenbaum
said
the
demanding schedule was
worth it for the hands-on experience. “The theories you
learn in the classroom are reinforced when you see them
in the field,” he said.
The graduating senior
said he knows he wants to go
into politics, but his specific
plans are not certain.
“The thing about politics
is that it is so unpredictable,”
he said. “Opportunities will
come on Monday and you
have to be ready to take them
Monday afternoon. You have
to be willing to take risks and
go with the flow. It’s tough to
make a three-year plan.” 

What began as a middle
school hobby for Jacqueline
Hackett has become a decade
devoted to youth substance
abuse prevention.
Now 22, Hackett joined
Students Against Destructive
Decisions in eighth grade, became the 2004 national SADD
student of the year, testified
before Congress to help pass
the 2006 Sober Truth on Preventing Underage Drinking
Act and developed a unique
Greek-letter program to prevent alcohol abuse.
As a freshman and new
member of the Alpha Delta Pi
sorority, Hackett found that
the University’s alcohol management training program for
Greek life did not meet all of
the needs of the community.
“I just didn’t think it was
helpful enough to Greek chapters individually,” said Hackett, who recently completed
her term as ADPi president.
“I wanted to make it more focused on chapter liabilities and
how Greek members’ actions
affect national reputation and

the reputation of the Greek
community within Foggy Bottom.”
As a sophomore, she molded the existing responsible alcohol management training to
the needs of the Greek-letter
community.
Hackett, who said she
has clocked more than 2,000
hours of community service
over the past four years, is
graduating with honors as a
double major in human service and political science. She
will begin her master’s in
public policy next year as one
of eight Presidential Administrative Fellows.
Recognized among the top
one percent of campus student
leaders, and recent recipient of
the Baer Award for Individual
Excellence and Greek Woman
of the Year award, Hackett attributes part of her success to
her middle school SADD advisers.
She said, “They really
pushed me from being just a
member to being a true leader.” 

Jacqueline Hackett - Excellence award winner

The Life Saver
A trip to the gym changed Amy
Fishman’s life.
On her way to Lerner Health and
Wellness Center in 2004, the Cincinnati native came across a bone marrow drive at Hillel.
Though the name Marty Feldman meant nothing to her at the
time, Fishman would save the 60year-old leukemia patient’s life two
months later. She was the first student recruited through the Gift of
Life-Hillel partnership, and donated
bone marrow after signing up for a
bone marrow registry.
Since the transplant, Fishman
has run two drives at Hillel and
spoken at Gift of Life events in New
York and D.C.
A human services major, Fishman’s involvement with the organization has enhanced her understanding of the field. “If I wasn’t a
match, I probably wouldn’t even
know what the Gift of Life is,” she
said. “It has been really good for me
and fits in perfectly with what I’m
doing in school.”

This year, the 22-year-old took a
combination of undergraduate and
graduate classes as part of a fiveyear graduate program in her major.
She will graduate next year with a
master’s degree in public administration.
In 2006, Fishman participated in
a service learning study abroad program in Cape Town, South Africa.
The semester was focused on improving low-income neighborhoods.
Fishman’s township was Nyanga,
where she taught “very basic entrepreneurship skills” to five young
women.
The project taught Fishman that
being open-minded is critical to helping people. “You have to learn about
the people you’re working with and
come up with a solution they can do
within their culture,” she said.
Fishman said she will apply this
lesson to her future work. “I won’t
be in South Africa next year, but I
might be in Southeast (D.C.), and it’s
really different there.” 

Amy Fishman - Bone marrow donor

2008
Commencement Weekend

What you need to know about

Getting Around
Transportation
Metro Service
Guests may take the Metro to
the Smithsonian or L’Enfant Plaza
station (near the Smithsonian Castle) on the Blue and Orange lines,
and walk toward the Capitol for
seating. The Metro opens at 7 a.m.
on Sundays. Guests may also ride
the Metro to the GW/Foggy Bottom
station and then take the shuttle
buses to the ceremony from campus. The GW/Foggy Bottom Metro station is located on 23rd and I
streets, one block from where the
shuttle buses will be located.
Shuttle Bus Service
Guests may also utilize the
campus shuttle bus service located
on I Street between 21st and 22nd
streets. Shuttle buses are for all
graduates and guests and will operate continuously from 7:30 a.m.
until 1 p.m. The buses will depart
campus from I Street between 21st
and 22nd streets. The buses will
depart the National Mall from designated locations near the National
Mall. Shuttle bus service can become crowded. Plan to board buses
no later than 8:15 a.m. if you plan
to see or be in the academic procession.
Handicapped Accessible Shuttle
Bus
Wheelchair accessible buses
will provide regular transportation to and from the National Mall
from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the day
of Commencement. The University
parking garages are wheelchair accessible. Shuttle buses with wheelchair lifts will pick up passengers
on the north side of I Street between 21st and 22nd streets. Both
the guests in the wheelchair and
the entire party of guests accompanying them may use the wheelchair
accessible buses.

Commencement
Schedule:
FRIDAY, MAY 16, 2008

12 noon, Charles E. Smith Athletic Center, tickets required

Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps Commissioning Ceremony
8 a.m., the United States Marine Corps War Memorial (Iwo
Jima)

School of Public Health and
Health Services Celebration
12 noon, Lisner Auditorium,
tickets required

Elliott School of International Affairs Celebration
11 a.m., Charles E. Smith Athletic Center, tickets required
GW Legacy Reception
1:30 p.m., Media and Public
Affairs Building, Second Floor
Lobby
Doctoral Hooding Ceremony
1:30 p.m., Lisner Auditorium,
tickets required
University Interfaith Baccalaureate Service
3 p.m., Western Presbyterian
Church, 2401 Virginia Ave.,
N.W., reservations recommended

Taxis
A trip to the National Mall
from a downtown hotel via taxi will
source: University Events

cost about $8 to $15 depending on
the distance traveled and number
of people. Taxis usually are available on streets lining the National
Mall after the Commencement ceremony.

Alternate Site
Information
The Commencement will be
held on the National Mall rain or
shine.
If circumstances beyond the
control of the school – such as an
electrical storm – prevent the them
from staging the ceremony on the
National Mall, they will hold the
event in the Verizon Center at a
time to be determined.
If the University is forced to
use an alternate site plan, officials
try to schedule the ceremony at a
time convenient for graduates and
their families. While unlikely, it is
possible that the alternate ceremony
could take place on Sunday evening.
For that reason, Commencement attendees may wish to consider making travel arrangements that could
accommodate this circumstance.
The National Mall is a public
space under the jurisdiction of the
U.S. Park Service. Degree candidates and guests are reminded that
use of the space is not under the exclusive control of the University.
In the event that it is necessary
to cancel or leave the National Mall
ceremony due to life-threatening
and/or emergency circumstances,
attendees of the Commencement
should review the following information:
If the alternate site is the Verizon
Center:
The Verizon Center is located
at 601 F Street, N.W. (on the Red,
Yellow and Green Metro lines at the
Gallery Place-Chinatown Station). It
is home of the Washington Wizards,
Mystics, and Capitols, and is an airconditioned space large enough to

accommodate ticketed guests.
All graduates, guests, faculty,
staff and platform party participants should proceed to the Verizon Center as directed.
Please be aware that only the
yellow tickets will be honored at
the Verizon Center, gray tickets will
not.

Disability services
information
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Sign language interpreters will
be provided for University Commencement and other events by
request.
Wheelchair and Mobility Concerns
All campus buildings are
wheelchair accessible. If there are
questions about accommodations
for guests with mobility concerns
at the school celebrations located
at Lisner Auditorium, Smith Center
or Dorothy Betts Marvin Theatre,
please contact the school of the
graduate directly.
For guests attending University Commencement, shuttle buses
will be provided between on I Street
between 21st and 23rd streets and
on the National Mall. Wheelchairaccessible shuttle buses will depart
from Rice Hall, 2121 I Street, N.W.,
and will pull up as close as possible
to the National Mall seating.
The section of seating that is
closest to this drop-off location is
reserved for anyone with severe
mobility problems or is in a wheelchair. One guest from the individual’s party may join him or her in this
section. Ushers will be available to
assist with seating. Wheelchair accessible restrooms will be available
on the National Mall.
source: University Events

source: University Events

District and Campus maps:

Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences Celebration
#2 (separated by major)
3:30 p.m., Charles E. Smith
Athletic Center, tickets required
School of Medicine and
Health Sciences – Health
Sciences Celebration
4 p.m., Lisner Auditorium,
tickets required
College of Professional
Studies Celebration
7:30 pm, Lisner Auditorium,
730 21st St., N.W., tickets
required
School of Engineering and
Applied Science Celebration
7:30 p.m., Charles E. Smith
Athletic Center, tickets required

School of Business Undergraduate Celebration
4 p.m., Charles E. Smith Athletic Center, tickets required

Monumental Celebration at
Union Station
8:30 p.m. until 11:30 pm,
50 Massachusetts Ave, N.E.

School of Business Graduate Celebration
7:30 p.m., Charles E. Smith
Athletic Center, tickets required

SUNDAY, MAY 18, 2008
Processions step off at the
National Mall
9:30 a.m., National Mall

SATURDAY, MAY 17, 2008
Graduate School of Education and Human Development Celebration
8 a.m., Charles E. Smith Athletic Center, tickets required
Phi Beta Kappa Installation
9 a.m., Lisner Auditorium, by
invitation
Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences Celebration
#1 (separated by major)

University Commencement
10 a.m., National Mall,
between 4th and 7th streets
School of Medicine and
Health Sciences – MD Celebration
2:30 p.m., Lisner Auditorium,
tickets required
Law School Celebration
2:30 p.m., Charles E. Smith
Athletic Center, tickets required
source: University Events

source: University Events

source: University Events
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Notables to speak at school ceremonies
Leaders in politics, business and science will address graduates
LAW SCHOOL

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Senator from Hawaii will
speak to law graduates

Chairman, president and CEO of NewAlliance Bank Peyton R. Patterson

Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii) will address
about 2,000 graduating Law School students in the
Smith Center Sunday.
He will also be awarded an honorary doctor of
laws degree in recognition of his dedication to public
service. Inouye graduated from the Law School in
1952 with a juris doctorate.
“Sen. Inouye is not only a distinguished alumnus, but a true American hero,” Law School Dean
Frederick M. Lawrence said in a news release. “I am
pleased he will have the opportunity to share with
our students his commitment to public service, which
for over a half a century, has been unparalleled.”
Inouye is the third-most senior U.S. Senator, and
is the first person of Japanese descent elected to Congress, after being elected Hawaii's first congressional
representative in 1959. He is chairman of the Senate
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee and the Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation.
He also served in the U.S. Army during World
War II, and is recognized as a highly decorated veteran, receiving the Medal of Honor in 2000.
Inouye previously spoke at GW Commencement in 1975 and 1987. He was a member of the GW
Board of Trustees and received the Alumni Achievement Award in 1962.

Peyton R. Patterson, chairman, president and
chief executive officer of NewAlliance Bancshares
and NewAlliance Bank will speak to the Graduate
School of Business on Friday at the school’s graduation ceremony.
Susan M. Phillips, dean of the school, said she
was pleased to have two prominent speakers for
the undergraduate and graduate School of Business
ceremonies. Judith Muhlberg, consultant for Gagen
MacDonald, will be the keynote speaker for the undergraduate celebration.
Patterson was named one of the top 10 U.S.
banking industry CEOs by U.S. Banker Magazine

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCES

Business leader,
boardmember
Mark Hughes

–Eric Thibault

COLLEGE OF PROF. STUDIES

Nobel Prize winner
Leon Lederman
Leon Lederman, a Nobel Prize
winner and high-energy physicist, will
speak at the College of Professional
Studies graduation ceremony Saturday.
Lederman, the son of Russian immigrants, was born in New York in
1922. He received a doctorate from
Columbia University, where he later
taught physics. He founded the Illinois
Mathematics and Science Academy, a
public boarding school. He is a major

supporter of the “Physics First” movement that would require high school
students to learn physics before biology
or chemistry.
Lederman won the Nobel Prize
in physics in 1988 for his work with
neutrinos – particles that travel at light
speed and lack an electric charge. He is
the director emeritus of Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, a Department
of Energy national laboratory that focuses on high-energy particle physics. His books include "Symmetry and
the Beautiful Universe" and "The God
Particle: If the Universe is the Answer,
What is the Question?"
–Elise Kigner

in 2006 and was selected for the “2006 All-Star
Banking Team.”
“Twenty-five years ago, I received my MBA and
first job offer after graduating from GW’s Business
School, and returning to celebrate with the class of
2008 is a dream come full circle,” Patterson said.
She was also named the second-most powerful
woman in banking by U.S. Banker Magazine.
She said, “My advice to the seniors would be to
set your sights high in the kind of career you pursue, and always take charge of your career path.”
–Eric Thibault

Mark Hughes, former president of System and Network
Solutions Group of Science Applications International Corporation, will address the graduates of the School of Engineering
and Applied Sciences Saturday
night.
Hughes is a member of GW’s
Board of Trustees and also serves
on the National Advisory Council of the engineering school.
He is a board member of Amyx

Corporation, a company that provides technical support to people
working for the government. He
is also on the board of the Elsie
and Marvin Dekelboum Family
Foundation, a philanthropic organization.
He earned a bachelor’s degree from GW in physics and a
master’s degree in computer science. He lives in Potomac, Md.
with his wife and four children.
–Elise Kigner

COLUMBIAN COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Intelligence director Mike McConnell
Mike McConnell, U.S. director
of national intelligence, will speak at
the Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences graduation Saturday and be
presented with an honorary degree for
public service.
“I am deeply honored to be returning to my alma mater – the great
institution that I attended 22 years
ago," McConnell said in a news release.
"George Washington's public administration curriculum and the skills that
I learned at the University have been

invaluable to me as the director of national intelligence.”
McConnell was appointed director of national intelligence in 2007, acting as an adviser to the president. He
previously served as director of the
National Security Agency under President Bill Clinton from 1992 to 1996.
A former admiral in the U.S. Navy,
McConnell was given the National Security Medal by President Clinton in
1997.
–Eric Thibault

Leave the
camera home.
Buy graduation photos at
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“I received my MBA and first job
offer after graduating from GW's
Business School, and returning to
celebrate with the class of 2008 is a
dream come full circle."
PEYTON PATTERSON
CHAIRMAN OF NEWALLIANCE BANK

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Consulting exec.
Judith Muhlberg
Judith Muhlberg, who works
for the consulting firm Gagen MacDonald, will be the keynote speaker
for the business school graduation
ceremony Friday. As a consultant,
Muhlberg devised a plan to help save
United Airlines from bankruptcy.
Muhlberg, who is the parent of
graduating senior Erika Muhlberg,
first worked in the the White House
communications office when Gerald
Ford was president. She was also was
an aid to chiefs of staff Dick Cheney
and Donald Rumsfeld. Muhlberg
then assumed communications positions at the Ford Motor Company,
and was senior vice president of
communications at The Boeing Company. In 2005, she served as acting senior vice president of Sprint Nextel.
She is a member of the Women
Corporate Directors, and she sits on
the board of The Cradle, a non-profit
adoption agency and the Arthur W.
Page Society.
–Elise Kigner
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Prominent
professors
p
will retire
Departing academics note
changes on campus
by Madeline Morgenstern
Hatchet Staff Writer
Although University officials said that no prominent
administrators will be departing GW this year, a few professors will be leaving their lecterns at the University. The
Hatchet looked back on the careers of a couple of these
distinguished academics.
Carl Stern, J.B. and Maurice C. Shapiro professor of
Media and Public Affairs
Professor Carl Stern began teaching in the School of
Media and Public Affairs as an adjunct professor in 1992,
following a 33-year career with NBC News and a job with
the Department of Justice. He received full-time professorial status in 1996.
Along with his class in Media Law, Stern taught
courses on interpreting Supreme Court decisions and
news writing for radio and television. He expects to
return to campus briefly next January to teach a condensed version of Media Law.
After 16 years at GW, Stern said he is most struck by
how the quality of the students has changed.
“The students are much more professional, most
come from the top of their high schools,” Stern said.
“They are the crème de la crème – they’re already well
educated by the time we get them.”
Stern has also seen the Foggy Bottom campus undergo some significant changes during his tenure, becoming
more of a college environment with new architecture and
landscaping.
Stern described the University as a pleasant place
to work, adding that is often overlooked considering its
location.
He said, “It’s a very warm, and hospitable educational enclave.”
E. James Lieberman, clinical professor of psychiatry
and behavioral sciences
E. James Lieberman came to the School of Medicine
and Health Sciences in 1976. A practicing psychiatrist specializing in couples and family therapy, he has supervised
the School of Medicine's psychiatry residents.
He said there have been many changes to the medical
field during his 32 years at GW.
“Couples and family therapy has been overpowered
by the trend toward using medication instead of psychotherapy,” he said.
Lieberman said he is extremely proud of the Practice
of Medicine Program offered by the Medical School, an
innovation for GW when it began in the early 1990s.
Among its different components, the program partners
psychiatry students with non-psychiatry students to
enhance their learning of different areas of medicine.
Upon retirement, Lieberman said he will leave both
his teaching position and private practice. 

Four y
years in review

hoto

A fire that broke out in a residence hall on the ninth floor at Thurston Hall in 2005 is one of many memories for graduating seniors.

by Marissa Bialecki
Senior Staff Writer

A

round this time
of year, graduating seniors start to
look ahead to GW’s
Commencement ceremony, graduate schools and getting full-time
jobs. But it is also an opportunity
to look back on all that has happened in the past four years at
college.
Here is a recap of what the
class of 2008 has witnessed at GW
during the last four years.
2004 – 2005: Freshman Year
Professor arrested for
embezzlement
In October 2004, former GW
engineering professor Nabih Bedewi, was arrested and charged
with embezzling federal funds
from the University. Financial records showed Bedewi took money that was originally awarded to
the GW National Crash Analysis
Center.
Students celebrate U.S.
presidential election
GW students were able to
participate in a revered tradition
in November 2004 – celebrating
the new presidential re-election
of George W. Bush in Washington,
D.C. Students waited for the final
election results at the Marvin Center in separate Republican, Democratic and independent rooms.
Fire Erupts in Thurston Hall
The Thurston fire in March
2005 was perhaps the largest cam-

pus fire in the past four years.
Then-freshman Kevin McLaughlin was severely burned in the fire
that broke out on the ninth floor,
caused by an electric grill.
2005 – 2006: Sophomore
p
Year
Katrina victims take
refuge at GW
As sophomores, the class of
2008 began their year by welcoming 82 undergraduate and graduate students who were displaced
by Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans.
University implements
GWid system
At the start of 2006, students
were introduced to GWid numbers, as a result of growing identity theft concerns. Students were
now able to register for courses
without using their Social Security numbers.

2006 – 2007: JJunior Year
GW students defend page
program after Foley scandal
In October 2006, many former
U.S. House pages at GW spoke
out to the national media in favor
of the Congressional program.
The support was in response to
Congressman Mark Foley (R-Fla.),
who was charged with inappropriate conduct with House pages.
iHousing reforms housing
selection process
For the first time, GW
implemented the new iHousing
system, rather than the traditional lottery system. The Hatchet
reported that the waiting list for
rooms under the new system was
smaller than it had been in previous years.

Bushes speak at GW
Both President George W. Bush
and former President George H.W.
Bush came to campus to speak to
students. President George W.
Bush spoke to more than 400 people in the Marvin Center in March
2006, while his father George
H.W. Bush delivered the keynote
speech at Commencement.

Colonial Invasion, GW Reads
return to campus
In May 2007, the University
reinstated the Colonial Invasion
and GW Reads programs which
had both been suspended for
the last year. GW Reads brought
back free daily newspapers to
residence halls and the Colonial
Invasion pep rally returned in
fall 2008 with a performance by
Fabolous.

Trachtenberg announces
retirement
The year ended with former
University president Stephen
Joel Trachtenberg announcing his
intention to retire by July 2007.
Trachtenberg had led GW for 19
years.

Trachtenberg speaks at
Commencement
Controversy erupted on
campus when University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
was announced as the keynote
speaker for Commencement. Trachtenberg later decided to deliver

the charge to the class of 2007 and
the five honorary degree recipients delivered keynote speeches.
2007 – 2008: Senior Year
GW inaugurates Knapp
as 16th president
Senior year for the class of
2008 began by officially inaugurating University President Steven Knapp. The ceremony took
place at the Smith Center.
Muslim posters
cause controversy
In October 2007, satirical antiMuslim posters were found scattered around campus, attacking
Young America's Foundation, a
conservative group, for bringing
author David Horowitz to campus. Seven students later admitted they were responsible for the
posters in an e-mail to The Hatchet.
String of swastikas
determined to be a hoax
Following the Muslim poster
controversy, then-freshman Sarah
Marshak reported finding swastikas on the door of her residence
hall, prompting a University Police Department and FBI investigation. Marshak later confessed
to drawing more than three of the
swastikas on her door.
University disbands APES
In December 2007, the University launched an unprecedented
crackdown on the unrecognized
fraternity Alpha Pi Epsilon. Administrators said pledges had reporting hazing.
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The student

QUICKTAKES:
K
AREA SPEAKERS
American – May 11 (individual
school ceremonies)
• Ken Paulson, USA Today editor
• Vernon E. Jordan Jr., lawyer,
business executive and former
adviser to President Bill Clinton
• Sylvia Earle, oceanographer
and explorer-in-residence at the
National Geographic Society

Peace Corps
volunteer to speak
didn’t want to graduate and just
go into an office job,” said Ray, a
former State Department intern.
Senior Sara Ray said she is “The Peace Corps is the best
grabbing her diploma, throwing way to learn a language and get
her mortarboard in the air and to know places of the world that
heading to Macedonia on Sun- a lot of people can’t.”
day. But first, she has to speak to
Ray decided to apply to be
an estimated crowd of 20,000 on the student commencement
the National Mall.
speaker after receiving an e-mail
Ray, one of two students advertisement from CCAS, but
selected to speak at Sunday’s said she did think she would be
Commencement
chosen.
ceremony, is trav“It’s one of
eling to Macethose
things
“I feel like our
donia for the
that
sounds
Peace Corps imlike a lot of fun
generation is one
mediately after
and something
graduation. She
that everyone
that
has
been
unfairly
said she wants
would want to
to dispel beliefs
do,” she said.
categorized as an
that her peers are
“I really didn’t
apathetic and selfish expect this.”
indifferent to the
world
around
She hopes
generation.”
them during her
her
speech
two-minute adwill
inspire
dress.
her peers to
SARA RAY
“The goal of
become more
STUDENT COMMENCEMENT
my speech is to
engaged in the
SPEAKER
speak to everyissues that afone, the parents
fect them.
and the grand“I want to
parents and evreally charge
eryone that’s coming down,” students to take time and act on
Ray said. “One thing that applies all of the things that we’ve been
mostly to parents and grandpar- talking about for four years,”
ents is that I feel like our genera- she said. “How many times
tion is one that has been unfairly have you heard people say that
categorized as an apathetic and they know how to fix healthcare
selfish generation.”
problems, and all these probOriginally from Maine, Ray lems we’re facing? What I want
is a linguistic anthropology students to do is walk away
major graduating from the Co- with this feeling like they now
lumbian School of Arts and Sci- can go and actually do it, rather
ences.
than just talk about it.” 
“I always just knew that I
by Husna Kazmir
Hatchet Staff Writer

Curious about what the student
speakers end up saying?
Be sure to pick up The Hatchet's
post-Commencement issue,
available on stands May 20.
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Georgetown – May 17
• Wendy S. Kopp, CEO and founder
of Teach for America

“We picked two
(student speakers) because
it was one of those things where
we had two top candidates.”
JILL KASLE

Howard – May 10
• Kenneth I. Chenault, chairman and CEO American Express
Company
Maryland – May 22
•Carl Bernstein, journalist
–compiled by Andrew Nacin
sources: university Web sites

UNIVERSITY MARSHA
AL

ddress grads
by S
b
Sarah
hS
Scire
i
Campus News Editor
Christine Handy Collins isn’t your typical student Commencement speaker. But she
is also far from your average GW student.
Handy Collins is a high school principal
in her mid-forties, but at Commencement on
Sunday, she will be representing the graduated class of 2008 as the second of two student speakers selected this year.
She was named “Principal of the Year”
in 2006 for her work at Gaithersburg High
School in Gaithersburg, Md., and said she
is well-prepared to address large audiences.
“I’m a person that enjoys speaking,”
Handy Collins said. “I have spoken in front
of students, at church events and at my job.
But the Commencement will certainly be
my largest audience yet.”
After 13 years of taking classes at GW,
Handy Collins will accept a doctorate from
the Graduate School of Education and Human Development. It will be the second
degree for Handy Collins, who already received an education specialist degree in
2000 from GSEHD.
“It’s an honor to represent the GSEHD
after attending for so long,” Handy Collins
said. “I’m excited to speak not just to the
grads, but their family and friends as well.”
In her speech, Handy Collins said she
will compare graduates' consciences to a

Two student speakers defy norm
The University defied tradition and
picked two student Commencement
speakers for the University-wide ceremony on Sunday.
Choosing two students to speak is a
rare occurrence and is happening for only
the second time, said University Marshal
Jill Kasle, a member of the student speaker selection panel. The first was in 2005.
Kasle said the panel simply could
not choose between senior Sara Ray and
graduate student Christine Handy Collins.
“We picked two because it was one of
those things where we had two top candidates,” Kasle said. “They were both so

table of contents.
“The table of contents tells you what’s
inside, and I’m going to challenge the audience to check their table of contents,” Handy
Collins said. “Are the characteristics of civility and integrity inside of you? I only have
two minutes, but I want to make both of
them count.”
She will still stay involved with GSEHD
after graduation as an adjunct professor for
the school, Handy Collins said. She will also

terrific, they were both so good and they
were both so different.”
She said the two speakers offer different life experiences, which the panel felt
would capture different parts of the audience.
“They are quite different in terms of
age, life experience, perspective – and
what have you,” Kasle said.
The process for becoming student
speaker is multi-tiered, with students first
applying through their respective school
and then being nominated to appear before a selection panel featuring Kasle and
other administrators.
–Sarah Scire

teach a class over the summer and oversee a
graduate student’s internship.
Handy Collins said members of her family – including her husband and her mother
– were excited to hear the news and will be
attending the ceremony on Sunday.
“My mother isn’t a city girl, so she was
worried about what to wear,” said Handy
Collins. “I told her she’s got to ride the
Metro, so she’s got to forget cute and just be
comfortable.” 
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Tickets not needed for Mall event
by Justine Karp
Hatchet Staff Writer
Though graduates are allotted six tickets for
Sunday’s Commencement ceremony on the Mall,
University officials said they are not necessary
unless the event is moved indoors.
The graduation ceremony for all of GW’s
schools is held on the Mall because it can accommodate more than 20,000 people – the expected
turnout for Commencement.
“There are schools across the country that
only hand out two or three tickets, so we’re lucky
we have a venue this large,” said Kathryn Bugg,
executive director of University events.
Bugg said tickets would not be checked at the
National Mall unless they noticed that seats were
filling up very quickly.
“I think it’s safe to leave your tickets at home,”
she said.
If Commencement is moved indoors to the Verizon Center, only four of the six tickets allotted to
each family will be accepted, Bugg said.
“Commencement is on the National Mall so it
is a public venue,” University Spokesperson Tracy
Schario said. “We have people who are walking
by visiting the Smithsonian museums that stop

and watch our Commencement for awhile.”
The ceremony is generally held outside, rain
or shine, and is only moved to the Verizon Center
in the case of life-threatening weather or an emergency, University officials said. The University
pays about $250,000 to rent the Mall for the day.
The Commencement ceremony was revived in
1992. It has been held indoors once, when it was
moved due to life-threatening weather in 1995. At
the time, the Verizon Center had not yet been built
and there was no backup location, prompting a
much smaller ceremony in the Smith Center.
Between four and eight tickets are given to
each family for the individual school graduations
earlier in the weekend. Schario said tickets are especially important for the larger schools, like the
Columbian College of Arts and Sciences. These
ceremonies are held in Lisner Auditorium and
the Smith Center, where tickets are checked at the
door.
Those who do not have tickets to the smaller
ceremonies can watch live feeds of the events on
television screens in the Jack Morton Auditorium
and Duquès Hall.
Bugg said, “People sweet-talking the ushers
could potentially be unfair for those who actually
have tickets.” 

What are your
plans after
graduation?

The Pulse
Amy Rushfirth

“I’m staying in D.C. until the end of my lease in July,
and then I have no idea.”

Arthur Sabintsev
“I’m going to grad school here (at GW) for physics.”

Ayelet Katz
“I’m going to graduate school for social work at
University of Maryland.”

David
id Rubin
bi
“I’m working for an investment bank in Minneapolis
called Piper Jaffray.”

Erin Barnicle
“I’m moving to Texas; I’ll be teaching elementary
school.”

Jason Pawlowsky
“I’m going to med school at (Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine)”

Kelly Zeh
“I’m moving to Jersey City and I’m working with a
company called British Aerospace Engineering in their
engineering leadership development program.”

Matthew Ireton
“I’m going to Japan. I’ll be traveling from the southern tip to
the northern tip. I play the ukulele and I’m going to use the
cheapest transportation possible, and I’m going to serenade farmers and let them let me stay at their place.”

Matthew Levy
“I’ll be here this summer but then in the fall I'll be
teaching English in Spain. My plan is to be there for
about ten months, and then maybe travel and then
ggo from
f
there.”

Nate Zerbib
bib

“I’m going to law school at University of Minnesota.”

Rebecca Small
“I’m looking for a job right now; I want to stay in D.C.
… Nothing yet.”
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Federal employers covet college grads
More government
employees expected
to retire
by Rustin Partow
Hatchet Reporter
Todd Jasper started working security at the Surf & Sand Hotel in Laguna
Beach, Calif., four years ago. Now, the
graduating senior will work at the
Department of Homeland Security –
one of a growing number of students to
secure government jobs out of college.
The job market is especially good for
GW graduates who want to work for the
government, said Tim McManus, vice
president of education and outreach for
the Partnership for Public Service.
A third of the people working in
the federal government are expected to
retire in the next five years, making it
easier to find a job in that sector, he said.
In addition, the recession makes government jobs more attractive because of the

Alex Ellis/Photo editor

Board of trustees member Nelson Carbonell Jr. (above) accepts the senior class gift, presented by senior Chris Rotella
(below).

GIFT
from p. B1
It’s not so much about the money, but participation. That’s
what influences the rankings.”
The committee has raised
more than $36,000 so far –
$2,000 less than last year's gift.
With another senior class event
and graduate week activities,
which are traditionally high
times of donation, Rotella said
they might be able to meet their
$50,000 goal.
Some of the money will likely go toward a victory bell that
will be built at a central location
on campus, but the Spirit Office
has ultimate jurisdiction over
the allocation.
Nicole Early, director of the
Spirit Office, said the victory
bell was a great idea.
“We want to continue with
the team effort of this committee
and support their ideas,” Early
said. “The funds have been given
to unify the entire student body
and to get as many as possible
engaged on campus.”
This year, more than 1,000
seniors participated in the online
vote and the spirit fund received
60 percent of that vote, Rotella
said. Other options included
technology and a social-political
action fund.
Although a history of senior class gifts has left numerous benches and gardens across
GW’s campus, the tradition of
endowments arose in 2004 by an
initiative from former University
president Stephen Joel Trachtenberg.
Last year, seniors created the
Campus Green Fund, which allocated money for environmentally
conscious changes such as more
greenery on campus and energyefficient light bulbs in residence
halls. In 2006, the graduating
class established the a project
fund to support student organizations focused on community
service. 

www.
gwhatchet
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extra security and stability.
“The government isn’t exactly going
to go away,” he said.
Job prospects for students graduating in a few weeks may be better than in
spring 2007, but reports show the recent
mortgage crisis has made the market
tougher than expected.
Employers are expected to hire
8 percent more graduates this year
than last year, but this estimate was
about twice as much prior to the crisis,
according to a report from the National
Association of Colleges and Employers,
a research firm focused on college
graduate employment. Salaries are also
expected to increase by 5.3 percent, the
association said.
“What makes the biggest difference
is not a recession, but how and when
a student taps his/her network,” GW
Director of Employment Anne Scammon
wrote in an e-mail. She said this includes
working on job search skills and utilizing the Career Center.
Networking and personal connections, in addition to Internet job listings, were more useful than any other
resource for last year’s job searchers, a

Career Center survey found. Alumni
said internships during college were
more parallel to their current profession than their academic major. Also,
one third of last year’s graduates now
work for the government or non-profit
organizations.
GW alumnus Stephanie Cammoco
was able to take advantage of the strong
market for government jobs.
The 2005 GW graduate works at the
Consumer Litigation Agency – a job she
started during her senior year of college.
She was promoted after graduation.
She advised students who want to
work for the government to “apply (as
soon as possible) and remember that
government employers want all of the
details.”
More 2007 alumni work for the government and in politics than any other
sector, according to a GW Career Center
survey.
Laura Annetta, a 2007 graduate,
works at Battelle Memorial Institute in
Crystal City, Va., a non-profit science
and technology advancement company,
as a Navy contractor.
Although Annetta had two job offers

before graduation, she said students
should not get discouraged early on.
“My friends who began searching
senior year and had to wait the longest
to hear back about jobs ended up having
some of the best job offers,” she said.
Only 5 percent of 2007 graduates not
attending graduate school lacked jobs,
according to a poll taken last winter by
the Career Center.
Job search success rates varied heavily from field to field. Despite the rapidly
rising salaries, the number of engineering majors in colleges across the nation
is shrinking, according to the NACE
report. All participating 2007 graduates
of the School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences reported being employed or
enrolled in graduate school.
Engineering students will be highly
sought after by employers following
graduation, McManus said.
“Only two-thirds of engineering
students are even eligible to work in
the U.S. and everyone, including the
government, is competing for them,” he
Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor
said. “The engineering school at GW has
Laura
Annetta,
a 2007 graduate, works for a
proactively made some great connecnonprofit organization in Crystal City, Va.
tions at places like NASA.” 
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